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Fuel loading patterns which have a minimum power peak are

economically desirable to allow power reactors to operate at the high-

est possible power density and to minimize the possibility of fuel

failure. A computer code called SHUFLE was developed for pressur-

ized water reactors which shuffles the fuel in search of the lowest

possible power peaking factor. An iterative approach is used in this

search routine. A radial power distribution is calculated from which

the program logic Selects a movement of fuel elements in an attempt

to lower the radial power peak. Another power calculation is made

and the process repeated until a predetermined convergence is reached.

The logic by which the code decides the fuel movement is presented,

along with the criteria for accepting or rejecting the move after a

power calculation of the new loading pattern is made.

A 1.5 group course mesh diffusion theory method was used to

obtain the power distribution for each SHUFLE iteration. Convergence



to a final loading pattern varies from about 10 to 40 shuffling itera-

tions depending on the initial loading presented to the code. Since the

typical computer running time for a one-quarter core power distribu-

tion with this 1.5 group method is only one to a few seconds, depend-

ing on the loading, convergence to a good loading pattern takes on the

order of one minute on a Univac 1108.

The low computer cost plus ease of operation should make this

code of considerable use in determining loading patterns with mini-

mum power peaking for any given set of fuel elements. The program

also has burnup capability which can be used to check power peaking

throughout core life.

A parametric analysis study of fuel cycle costs for a PWR is

also presented. Cost parameters analyzed were variation in the cost

of yellow cake, enrichment, money, fabrication, and reprocessing

plus changes in burnup, load factors, power densities, and the effect

of forced early discharge.

Figures are presented to indicate total fuel costs as a function

of burnup for these cost parameters. Linear relationships for mini-

mum cost and optimum burnup are presented for each parameter.
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OPTIMIZATION OF IN-CORE NUCLEAR FUEL MANAGEMENT
IN A PRESSURIZED WATER REACTOR

I. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON NUCLEAR
FUEL MANAGEMENT

Nuclear Fuel Management is the term applied to the management

of nuclear fuel from the earliest stages of procurement through

reprocessing and recycling of the fuel.

Obviously such an all-encompassing task has many aspects

which are all coupled to a greater or lesser degree. Two of the more

obvious branches of nuclear fuel management are out-of-core nuclear

fuel management and in-core nuclear fuel management. As the name

implies, out-of-core nuclear fuel management is concerned with such

things as cost of uranium, enrichment, fabrication, reprocessing,

recycle, financing and related aspects which do not directly effect the

fuel while in the reactor core. In-core nuclear fuel management is

more directly related to the actual reactor operation. Such aspects as

power density, fuel enrichment and cycle length are considered by

those concerned with in-core nuclear fuel management. Although the

two branches of fuel management are relatively independent, decisions

in one branch do effect the other. As an example, financing and other

costs effect cycle length, and cycle length and power density effect

enrichment. Because of this, nuclear fuel management requires a

thorough knowledge of the entire fuel cycle in order to relate how each

aspect of the total cycle will effect the nuclear fuel cycle costs for a

particular reactor or group of reactors. Since the fuel cycle costs
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represent a significant portion of the overall nuclear power cost (40

to 50 percent) the fuel manager has a sizable financial responsibility

for coordinating these functions to minimize nuclear fuel cycle costs.

Out-of-core Nuclear Fuel Management

To perform out-of-core fuel management, fuel managers need

available the tools to predict which combination of variables will

produce overall minimum power costs for their specific reactor over

some given time period. Because each reactor will be faced with a

different set of circumstances which will vary with time, it is difficult

to establish hard and fast rules in this area of fuel management.

However, most power reactors will operate on a typical fuel cycle

and general fuel management procedures can be defined. It is pos-

sible to determine what the major cost parameters of the nuclear fuel

cycle are and what variational effect each has on nuclear fuel manage

ment decisions. These parameters are scoped in Chapter II. The

results of this analysis should enable the fuel manager to correlate

out-of-core decisions with some of the variables of in-core fuel

management.

In-core Nuclear Fuel Management

Total in-core fuel management would involve all the physical

aspects which would allow optimal operation of the nuclear fuel within
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the core. These would include a wide variety of parameters such as

water to fuel ratio, power density, mechanical integrity of fuel clad,

thermohydraulics and cycle length to mention just a few. Nuclear

fuel cycle costs are insensitive to some of these parameters and many

others have been fixed once a reactor has been selected. Because of

this, in-core nuclear fuel management is simplified and in general

for most nuclear fuel managers of a utility, the decisions can be

broken into four categories;

1. Determine the desired length of subsequent power cycles.

2. Decide the fraction of the core to be replaced at the end of

each cycle.

3. Set the enrichment specification of the new fuel assemblies.

4. Prescribe the physical location of the new assemblies and

relocation of the remaining partially burned assemblies.

The first decision to some extent will be based on the economic

analysis presented in Chapter II, but most likely will be more strongly

controlled by the power requirements of the utility. If the most

economic cycle length from a fuel standpoint is 15 months, the utility

isn't likely to choose this length cycle if it means refueling will fall

during a peak power requirement period. Most utilities prefer to

refuel on an annual basis, although some flexibility can be tolerated.

Once the cycle length has been determined, decisions two and

three can be made if accurate estimates of the power requirements



during the cycle are available. Decisions two and three are directly

correlated in that cycle length determines enrichment and vise versa.

The decision on the fraction of the core replaced is usually made first

then the necessary enrichment of the new fuel assemblies is determined

to allow enough excess reactivity to reach the end of the subsequent

cycle. The fraction of the core replaced will be determined to a large

extent by the length of the cycle. The length of the cycle together with

the power density determine the approximate exposure the fuel will

receive during the cycle. While it is possible to discharge a small

fraction of the core and replace it with fuel with enough reactivity to

reach the end of the cycle, care must also be taken so that the fuel

assemblies do not receive more exposure than the mechanical integrity

of the fuel can reasonably expect to endure without a high probability of

failure. Because of this, the decision on the fraction of the core to

discharge is considerably simplified. Usually for a normal PWR, on

a yearly cycle, a third of the core consisting of the most highly burned

fuel assemblies is discharged.

Having determined the fuel assemblies to be replaced, the

enrichment necessary to reach the end of the next cycle can be calcu-

lated with a combination of physics codes.

The fourth decision for the nuclear fuel manager is where to

place each of the fuel elements to begin the next cycle. This decision

involves deciding the location of the fresh as well as exposed



assemblies. The location of the fuel elements is very important in

that if a poor loading is chosen, unacceptable power spikes may

result and regardless of the economics the reactor may not be able to

operate at full power to avoid fuel burnout in the pins with these high

power peaks.

For a reasonable core loading the end-of-life (EOL) reactivity

is relatively independent of the core Loading. This allows the decisions

on cycle length, reload fraction and enrichment to be made almost

independent of the fourth decision, the fuel loading pattern. A good

loading pattern is characterized by a low peak to average power ratio

throughout the cycle while maintaining shutdown requirements. More

detail of this will be discussed in Chapter III, but in general the peak

to average power ratio or more commonly referred to as the power

peaking factor determines the maximum power at which the reactor

can operate and still be within burnout safety margins. Obviously, if

one loading pattern produces a lower power peaking factor it is capable

of operating at a higher power density and thus reduce fuel cycle costs.

Figure 1-1 is a graphical illustration of the decisions which need to be

made by the fuel manager, together with some of the input data and

physics codes available for each task.

USAEC report Wash 1082 Civilian Nuclear Power (1968) states

that considerable studies have been done and shuffling fuel to a lower

radial power peaking factor is unlikely. However, in another section
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Wash 1082 states that "detailed shuffling procedure at each of the

refueling outages must still be considered as one of the arts of nuclear

design. " Perusal of the data and computer codes available leads one

to believe the second statement. In any event, the first statement

pertained to predictable equilibrium fuel cycles. Considerably evi-

dence indicates that equilibrium fuel cycles will never exist (Bupp,

Brown and Busse lman, 1971); rather the reactor core will always be

in a constant state of transition. Fuel element failures are inevitable

and will always cause some adjustment of the fuel loading. In addi-

tion, inovations in fuel design and the possibility of plutonium recycle

will cause adjustments to be made on a cycle by cycle basis. For

these reasons, it is necessary that the fuel manager have some method

to decide where each fuel element should be placed in the reactor for

the next cycle to maintain the minimum possible power peaking factor.

The object of this study is to produce a programmed set of rules

which will optimize the loading pattern for any given set of fuel elements

by minimizing the radial power peaking factor.

Prior to this, it was thought useful to investigate the relative

economic importance of the various fuel cycle costs, including power

density. This is presented in Chapter II. Chapter III outlines some of

the previous and current methods and studies in optimization of nuclear

fuel loading patterns, together with an outline of the proposed philoso-

phy of the approach of this study. A course mesh 1. 5 group diffusion
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theory model was the nuclear model used throughout the study. This

model is described in Chapter IV. A detailed outline of the reason

fuel loadings with minimum power peaking factors are desirable and

necessary, plus identification of procedures which will produce such

loadings, are discussed in Chapter V. General procedures employed

in the fuel shuffling program, SHUFLE, are also described. For

those interested in the specific details of the shuffling logic, Chapter

VI presents logic flow diagrams plus examples of all the important

features of the program SHUFLE. Also included are reasons why

specific logic was employed and how it contributes to the entire scheme

of an optimized fuel loading. The tests and results of these which

indicate the validity of the shuffling logic follow in Chapter VII, and

the conclusion plus recommendations for further study are in Chapter

VIII. Those interested in utilizing the program SHUFLE may refer

to the listing and input instructions in the Appendices. Also in the

Appendices are a description of the reference reactor and a writeup of

ISOBURN, the program written to determine isotopics for the economic

survey.



II. SURVEY OF FUEL CYCLE COSTS

Introduction

9

Since fuel cycle costs represent such a significant portion of

the overall nuclear power costs, prior to a discussion of optimizing

loading patterns a survey of the factors affecting the fuel cycle would

be useful. This chapter presents a parametric analysis study of the

principal factors affecting the fuel cycle cost and optimum burnup for

a typical PWR. Minimizing the fuel cycle costs must, of course, be

compatible with minimizing total power costs since this is the objec-

tive. However, the current BWR and PWR reactors have been some-

what standardized in regard to core parameters such as size, fuel to

moderator ratios, power densities, rod sizes and pitches and many

other physical parameters. For a typical reactor, therefore, it is

possible to study fuel cycle costs independent of other costs with a

result that lower fuel cycle costs imply lower total power costs.

The parameters studied are cost of U3 08, fuel. fabrication,

separative work, reprocessing, interest charges on capital, public

versus investor owned utilities, burnup, load factor, power density

and early discharge. A typical fuel cycle flow chart was assumed

for all studies, and CINCAS (McLain, Fulford, Edlund and Craig,

1968) was the economic code used. A zero dimensional one group

burnup code using a fourth order Runge-Kutta integration of the burnup
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equations was written to calculate isotopics and k-infinity as a function

of burnup and enrichment. This code is called ISOBURN and is

described in detail in. Appendix A. The one group cross sections were

obtained from ALTHAEA (Merrill, 1969) which calculates them using

a highly modified Westcott (1960) system which corrects for hetro-

geneities and resonance effects. Fission product poisons were cal-

culated for Sm 149, Sm151, Xe135 and three pseudo-fission products.

The unit fuel cell chosen for the calculations was that of Oconee II,

which is an 850 MWe PWR. This cell is typical enough of other PWR

cells that the general conclusions of this study should apply to all

modern pressurized water reactors in the 800 to 1100 MWe range.

The enrichments necessary to reach a given burnup were

derived from the equation 2-1 (USAEC, Wash 1082, 1968):

N nB
1+ A k= 1 E k (E (2-1)

N n=1 oo o N

where

1
= fraction of the core refueled

N

maximum burnup

Eo = initial enrichment

The infinite reactivities used were those calculated from ISO-

BURN. The (1 + A k) factor was normalized to a number which gave

the correct enrichment for data acquired from more sophisticated

codes for Oconee, Trojan, and McQuire Reactors and that given by
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E. A. Mason (1971). The Oconee, Trojan and Mc Quire data assumed

a three year scatter loading cycle.

Calculational Procedures

The general calculational procedure was to choose a base case

which is representative of the present fuel cycle, then vary the mate-

rial costs, burnups and load factor or power density, while holding

all other parameters constant.

Data for the base case, which represents typical costs for an

investor owned utility, are presented in Tables 2-1 and 2-2. All the

indicated costs are levelized costs, present worthed to the date of

start-up at a rate of 8 percent.

Two exceptions are made to holding parameters constant. The

first is the price of plutonium. The price of recovered plutonium

depends on the price of enriched uranium, and therefore, on the price

of yellow cake, separative work and conversion. The equation used

for the price of plutonium was (USAEC Wash 1082, 1968):

Pu value ($ /g fissile) = g X U93 X (1-0. 6 P42)

where

X (1 WAF) (2-2)

U93 = value of 93 percent enriched uranium

g = a parameter which depends on reactor type and future

plutonium use
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Table 2-1, Economic parameters used for base case economic
calculation.

Item

Natural uranium net to conversion $ 8.00 /lb U308

Conversion from U308 to UF6 1.30 /lb U as UF6

Separative work 32.00 /kg sep. work

Fabrication 70.00 /kg contained U

Spent fuel shipping 4.50 /kg discharged U

Reprocessing 25.00 /kg discharged U

Reconversion 5.60 /kg reprocessed. U

Pu recovery price 8.00 /g fissle Pu

Storage and shipping 6 mo.

Reprocessing 2 mo.

Reprocessing to sale 1 mo.

Delivered to site prior to irradiation 3 mo.

Feed UF 6
enrichment .711

Tails UF6 enrichment .3

Inventory charge rate prior to irradiation 7. 5%

On and Off site carrying charge 15. 0%

Federal income tax 50%

U 3
0

8
to UF6 loss .5%

Fab. losses 1.0%

Uranium reprocessing losses 1.0%

Pu reprocessing losses 2.0%

Uranium ore payment -
prior to site delivery 10 mo.

Conversion payment -
prior to site delivery 7 mo.

Enrichment payment -
prior to site delivery 4 mo.

(Continued on next page)
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Table 2-1. (Continued)

Item

Four fabrication progress payments
prior to site delivery

Escalation
Thermal efficiency

Power density
Load factor

3, 2, 0 mo.

none

1 /3

30.822 MW /IVITU

0. 8

Table 2-2. Burnup data.

Enrichment
percent

Base burn
(MWD /kg)

5% Increased
burnup

5% Decreased
burnup

2. 0 14. 2 14. 9 13. 5

2. 5 23. 4 24. 6 22. 2

2. 8 27. 6 29. 0 26. 2

3. 0 30. 2 31.7 28. 7

3. 2 32. 8 34. 4 31. 2

3. 5 36. 6 38. 4 34. 8

4. 0 42. 4 44. 5 40. 3
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P42 = corrective term for plutonium-242 present in recycle

(1-WAF) = discount factor for increased costs of Pu fabrication

Values for these parameters have been estimated as a function

of time in USAEC Report Wash 1082 (1968). The values for Pu used

for this paper are listed in Table 2-3. These can be obtained by

using g = . 81,
P42 . 17 and (1-WAF) = .88 in equation 2-2.

Table 2-3. Plutonium price as a function of cost of
yellow cake and separative work.

Cost/lb of
U308

Cost /kg
sep. work

Price of
Pu /g

$ 8.00 $32.00 $ 8.00

4.00 32.00 6.40

16.00 32.00 11.20

8.00 26.00 7.20

8.00 45.00 9.75

The second exception is the tails enrichment. At $32.00 /kg

through $45. 00 /kg separative work, 0.3 percent tails give the

minimum cost. However, at $26. 00 /kg separative work, 0.2 percent

tails is about 0.025 mills /kwhe cheaper than 0.3 percent tails.

Therefore, 0.3 percent tails were used for all studies except for the

$26. 00 /kg separative work case.

Only equilibrium cycles with one-third reloads were considered.

Not all cycles were three year cycles. The length of each cycle was

determined by the maximum burnup allowable for a given enrichment,
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the power density, and the load factor. The time in months to achieve

any burnup can easily be calculated by:

Months = burnup/(power density X load factor x 30.42) (2-3)

where burnup is in units of MWD/MTU, and power density is in units

of MW /MTU.

Results of the Analysis

Figure 2-1 indicates the fuel cycle cost as a function of burnup

for the base case (investor owned utility). The minimum cost value

occurs at 28.6 MWD /kg. At this burnup, the cost component break-

down is indicated in Table 2-4. For this case, over 97 percent of the

total fuel cycle cost comes from fuel burnup, interest, fabrication,

and reprocessing. The uranium cost is the greatest, and over 90

percent of this is due to cost of yellow cake and enrichment. It would

seem important, therefore, to analyze the fuel cycle costs as a func-

tion of these major cost items.

The parametric analysis of these are indicated in Figures 2-2

through 2-5. As expected, decreasing the price of any cost parameter

decreases the total mills /kwhe cost. With the exception of the fixed

costs such as fabrication, the shapes of the cost curves are also

flatter with decreased cost. The increase in fuel cycle costs due to

higher interest charges, illustrated in Figure 2-5, indicates this very

distinctly. For example, in the case of a public utility (6. 5 percent
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Table 2-4. Cost in mills /kwhe at 28.6 MWD /kgU for base case.

Item Consumption
cost

Financing
cost Total

% of
total

Uranium a 1.024 . 356 1.380 77.4

Plutonium -.221 .050 -. 171 -9.6

Fabrication . 310 .092 .402 22.5

Reprocessing . 105 .016 . 12.1 6.7

Storage and
shipping . 019 . 009 . 028 1.6

Reconversion .023 .002 .025 1.4

1.26 525 1.785

a Uranium costs include cost of yellow cake, conversion and enrich-
ment. As a percent of uranium cost, yellow cake = 52.1, conversion
= 7.1, and enrichment = 40.8 for the enrichment necessary to obtain
28.6 MWD/kgU burnup.
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Figure 2-5. Variation of minimum cost and optimum burnup as a
function of interest, carrying charges, and federal tax.
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interest rate) discharge burnup from 27.8 to 38.0 MWD/kg can be

tolerated with no more than 0.1 mills /kwhe penalty from the minimum;

whereas, for the base case (15 percent interest), a 0.1 mill/kwhe

deviation from the minimum only allows burnups from 24.6 to 32.0

MWD /kg. The burnup at which the minimum total fuel cost occurs also

increases with decreased cost of yellow cake, separative work and

interest, but as indicated by Figure 2-3, decreasing the cost of

fabrication decreased the optimum burnup. 1 This would also be true

for reprocessing, reconversion and shipping and storage. This is

because these items are fixed costs and reducing these reduces the

burnup necessary to balance these costs against costs due to fuel

depletion. The optimum burnup then occurs at less MWD /kg and,

therefore, lower equilibrium enrichment.

Linear equations have been developed to calculate the minimum

mills /kwhe for various cost parameters. These equations, listed in

Table 2-5, were developed by least squares fit to the minimum points

shown in Figures 2-2 through 2-5. Table 2-6 indicates the same

relationship for optimum burnup. As an example of how to use Tables

2-5 and 2-6, consider what the cost and optimum burnup would be if

U308 were $12. 00 /lb, with the calculated plutonium price for this cost

of yellow cake. All other cost parameters will be held the same as

the base case. The mills /kwhe cost would be 1.120 + . 08286 X 12

'Optimum burnup is the burnup at which the minimum fuel cost occurs.
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Table 2-5. Linear equations of optimum fuel cycle cost.

Slope

Cost variable Cost
(mills /kwhe /

unit cost
variable)

U308 ($/lb) C = 1.120 + .08286 X CU308 .08286

Fabrication ($ /kg) C = 1.372 + .00587 X CFAB .00587

Separative work ($ /kg) C = 1.306 + .01489 X CSEP .01489

Reprocessing ($/kg) C = 1. 715 + .00280 X CREP .00280

Interest (%) C = 1.311 + .0316 X PCTI .0316

Load factor C = 1.385 + .3188 X (1 /L. F.) .3188

Burnup (% inc. or dec. ) C = 1. 785 + .01150 X PCT .01150

Table 2-6. Linear equations of optimum burnup.

Slope

Cost variable
Optimum burnup (MWD /kg /

MWD /kg) unit cost
variable)

U308 ($ /lb) OB = 31.4 - .35 X CU308 - .35

Fabrication ($ /kg.) OB = 20.2 + 12 X CFAB + .12

Separative work ($ /kg) OB = 35.0 - .20 X CSEP - .20

Reprocessing ($ /kg) OB = 26.8 + .073 X CREP + .073

Interest (%) OB = 33.4 - .32 X PCTI - .32

Load factor OB = 36. 5 - 6. 29 X (1 /L. F.) -6.29

Burnup (% inc. or dec. ) OB = 28.6 + .19 X PCT + .19
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2.114, and the optimum burnup would be 31.4 - . 35 X 12. = 27.2

MWD /kg. As can be seen, even if the cost of U308 were zero, the

total fuel. cost would still be 1.12 mills /kwhe and the optimum burnup

would be 31.4 MWD /kg.

As long as the costs are assumed linear, any combination of

costs can be calculated for a fuel cycle simply by multiplying the

slope of any parameter which differs from the base case by the differ-

ence of that parameter from the base case and adding to the base case

cost. As an example, assume the cost is desired for a fuel cycle

where U308 is $12 /lb ($4.00 above base) , and fuel fabrication: is $80./

kg. Assume all other factors are the same as the base case. The base

case cost is 1.785 mills /kwhe at optimum burnup of 28. 6 MWD/kg.

The fuel cycle cost for this case is then:

Cost = 1.785 + .08286 X 4.00 + .00587 X 10.00

= 2.175 mills /kwhe

Optimum burnup = 28.6 - .35 X 4.00 + .12 X 10.00

-= 28.4 MWD /kg

This can be extended to as many cost parameters as desired with

the only error being caused by the extent of nonlinearity in any given

parameter.

The labels on Figure 2-6 indicate only a variation in load factor.

However, if one assumes that isotopics as a function of burnup are

2Remember Pu recovery value corresponding to cost of U must be used.
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Figure 2-6. Variation of minimum cost and optimum buraup as a
function of load factor or power density.
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independent of power density, then variations in power density can be

obtained from this curve by finding an equivalent load factor which will

give the same total burnup per unit time by using the equation:

MWD 365 days
MW/MTU X X load factor

MTU /yr yr
(2-4)

The load factor and power density are important in that the

larger these two factors are the less the capital interest charges per

unit energy produced. Figure 2-6 indicates a significant savings

results from operation at maximum power density.

Figure 2-7 correlates costs for the burnups as a function of

enrichment given in Table 2-2. The upper curve corresponds to a

five percent decrease in burnup over the base case for the same

enrichment, the lower curve to a five percent increase. The 0.0115

mill /kwhe savings per percent increase in burnup is the incentive for

a utility to optimize loading patterns. A 0.1 mill /kwhe change in

costs for a 1000 MWe plant at a 0.8 load capacity is $701, 280.

Increasing the burnup by one percent could save the utility about

$100, 000 /yr. Thus, while the cost differentials in mills /kwhe for

some of these studies may seem small, when converted to dollars,

the differences are quite significant.

One of the concerns of utilities and nuclear fuel suppliers is the

increased cost of discharging fuel before it has achieved its expected

burnup. Figure 2-8 indicates the result of early discharge for 2,8,
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Figure 2-7. Variation of minimum cost and optimum burnup as a
function of burnup obtainable from a given enrichment.
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Figure 2-8. Cost penalty for early discharge of fuel.
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3.0 and 3.2 percent enriched fuel. As an example, suppose a reactor

was fueled with 2.8 percent fuel and the expected burnup was 27 MWD/

kg in three years, but for some reason, such as a fuel failure, some

of the fuel must be discharged at the end of two years or 18 MWD/kg.

The fuel cycle cost would then be increased from the expected 1.81

to Z. 33 mills /kwhe, an increase of 29 percent. If fuel had failed after

only one year the cost would have been 3.65 mills /kwhe, more than

double the expected cost. This curve does not take into account the

added cost of a fuel failure due to increased outage time and cost of

replacement power if it is necessary.

Conclusions of Survey

Linear relationships exist for the cost components of the fuel

cycle and for the burnup at which these minimum costs occur. The

slopes of these lines indicate the relative importance of that

component in the overall fuel cost and can be used to accurately

estimate the effect of future price changes on fuel cycle costs.

Certain things are obvious by observing Figures 2-1 through 2-8

and the linear equations in Tables 2-5 and 2-6. The mast important

items are the cost of yellow cake, the cost of enrichment, the financing

charges and maintaining fuel integrity to obtain predicted burnup. The

price of yellow cake is dependent upon the availability of uranium and

the ease of mining. Most uranium reserve estimates are broken down
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into given quantities at various price levels, with increasing reserves

as the price increases. Figure 2-2 indicates that while increased cost

of U308 is expensive, it is not prohibitive. If the cost of U308 were

doubled, thus significantly increasing our uranium reserves, it would

increase the fuel cycle cost by only about 0.66 mills /kwhe. At the

present this is certainly enough to make nuclear power noncompetitive;

however, in the future this may not be true.

Since nuclear fuel inventories are large and the fuel is tied up

for long periods of time, the financing charges are very important.

Lower interest rates give the utility a much wider margin of choices

and more tolerance for deviation from predicted patterns since the fuel

cycle cost curves for the lower interest rate case has a much broader

minimum.

Separative work charges will have a very great effect on the

economics of nuclear power. Increasing the separative work cost

from 0.2 tails and $26 /kg to 0. 3 tails and $32 /kg, increased fuel

costs by 0. 114 mills/kwhe, or approximately one million dollars per

year for a 1000 MWe plant.

Large inventories are tied up in nuclear fuel. It is important to

obtain maximum power from the fuel in as short a time period as

possible. Because of this and also the even larger capital costs

associated with the reactor complex, high power densities and high

load factors produce more economical nuclear power costs. Thus the
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subject of this thesis, to optimize loading patterns for minimum radial

power peaking, allows operation at maximum power density and

reduces nuclear power costs.
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III. REVIEW OF PREVIOUS STUDIES AND PROPOSED
OBJECTIVE OF INVESTIGATION

Review of Previous Studies

The primary objective of this study is to facilitate in-core fuel

management decisions by prediction of optimum loading patterns.

Early work on this aspect of in-core fuel management concen-

trated on techniques which utilized burnup as an objective function to

be optimized in predicting optimum core loading patterns. Wall (1965)

first demonstrated that dynamic programming could be used to solve

this problem. This was possible when he demonstrated that repre-

sentation of burnup as the major variable involved the interrelationship

between several cycles. However, Wall's approach was limited, in that

his dynamic programming approach was time consuming and from a

practical standpoint could solve only few region problems. Wall's

conclusion that fuel cycle cost is approximately inversely proportional

to the average burnup is correct. Wall, however, neglected to factor

in his optimization scheme that high peaking factors may limit the

maximum power density, and his model unfairly favors loadings which

produce high power peaking ratios. He also concluded that his method

of placing the fresh and partially burnt fuels in gross relatively

separated regions causes an undesirable power distribution, and that

scatter loadings are better than zonal out-in or in-out loadings. 3

3 These type loadings explained in Chapter V.
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Other attempts were made to optimize burnup by Fagen and

Sesonske (1969) and Stover and Sesonske (1969). These efforts were

expanded to be able to include scatter loadings with fuel shuffling

between zones. Fagen determined the shuffle patterns which maxi-

mized the core life at each reload point in the life of the reactor, thus

obtaining a minimum fuel cycle cost. While Fagen's analysis would

treat more zones, his nuclear model was still one dimensional and

was unable to pinpoint and automate exactly where each fuel element

should be placed at the beginning of the next fuel cycle.

Stover modified the dynamic programming algorithm used by

Wall, using a method he described as "elimination of similar end

states." Since computer storage requirements is one of the most

serious difficulties of dynamic programming, by eliminating similar

end states, Stover was able to handle more state variables and thus

handle more zones than Wall. Stover's results were very similar to

the conclusion Wall expressed. However, even if burnup were the

objective function to optimize, Stover approached the problem from the

standpoint of optimizing the number of fuel assemblies to replace after

each cycle, when a more useful approach may have been to optimize

the enrichment of a fixed number of reload assemblies.

Other attempts to utilize dynamic programming to optimize

burnup have been tried (Suzuki and Kiyose, 1971). However, if power

peaking is used instead as the objective function, Naft (1970) indicates
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the interrelationship between operating cycles and the significance of

a stage-wise process is lost. He concludes that dynamic program-

ming is a less desirable approach in this instance.

Motoda (1970) investigated maximizing burnup through optimal

distribution of power, flux, burnup and refueling rate in a continuously

refueled reactor. Among his conclusions were that burnup optimiza-

tion and power flattening are contradictory in the usual situation.

Motado also found that the optimum power distribution is peaked in the

central region and depleted in the outer region when burnup is

optimized.

One of the constraints Motoda placed on his model is that fuel

assemblies remained in a fixed position until discharged. This con-

straint was applied so that on-power refueling could be analyzed.

While his conclusions are noteworthy, on-power refueling is not

applicable to present generation light water reactors. Power peaking

factors were also not included in the study.

More recently optimization efforts have been directed toward

minimizing the radial power peaking factor. Kawai and Kiguchi (1971)

continued the studies of on-power refueling by Motoda but included the

effects of power peaking which they indicate must be considered,

especially for large reactors.

Wade and Terney (1971) investigated the problem of optiminal

control theory for a reactor. They identified a "performance index"
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which is non-negative and small when design objectives are met and

large when they are not. Minimization of the Pontryagin function is

then used to find the optimum. The performance index chosen was the

least squares flux deviation. Terney (1971) indicates, however, that

this is not a very sensitive parameter and does not directly limit local

flux peaking, but leads to refueling schemes with maximum and mini-

mum k-infinity regions.

Wade and Terney suggest a better choice might be to maximize

the average power while limiting the peak power. Although different

methods will be employed, this is exactly the objective of this study;

to minimize the peak to average power ratio, in an attempt to optimize

loading patterns.

Roth leder (1967) proposed a set of guidelines which are very use-

ful to aid the designer in minimizing radial power peaking, but he did

not present an automated procedure for implementing these sugges-

tions on a refueling cycle.

Me lice (1967) also presented a non-automated graphical pro-

cedure, in which he utilizes the fact that power is proportional to

reactivity. Using this fact he proposed a shuffling scheme for each

cycle based on experience from previous cycles. Provided the

reactor is in an equilibrium cycle or near equilibrium cycle, the

method may be applicable. However, the dependence on previous

history of a core in a transition state can be a serious drawback.

A survey of the literature indicates that only Naft (Naft, 1970;
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Naft and Sesonske, 1971) approaches the problem of minimizing the

radial power peaking factors in a method which may be of use to a fuel

manager.

Naft proposes a procedure for determining a loading pattern for

a fuel cycle. He utilizes a function which has two components. The

first, a slowly varying component, represents the overall power

gradient across the core. The second, a rapidly varying component,

represents the effect of an assembly's eight nearest neighbors. The

composition of each assembly is represented by its material buckling.

With these three parameters, Naft was able to rapidly determine the

relative power of each assembly in a particular loading. He then

utilized a discrete direction optimization to solve for the optimum

loading pattern.

One of the major difficulties of Naft's approach is that his

optimization approach requires a very large number of power calcula-

tions. To do this in a reasonable amount of computer time it was

necessary to develop his proposed method of calculating the relative

power by use of slowly and rapidly functions. This requires some a

priori knowledge of what the power distribution will be for a typical

loading, which he obtained from PDQ-7 (Cadwell, 1967). The two-part

power calculation function gave very comparable results to PDQ-7

for an initial core which had a very smooth power profile. However,

comparison of relative power on a replacement core differed from
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PDQ-7 by as much as 11 percent on the interior of the core where

accurate prediction of the radial power peak is essential. Regardless

of the methods used, it would be very difficult to optimize a loading

pattern from the radial power peaking standpoint without more accurate

estimates of the actual radial power peaking ratio.

Proposed Loading Optimization Scheme

In all of the references cited in the section on previous related

studies, some statistical method was applied in an attempt to optimize

the loading pattern either from a burnup standpoint, a control poison

standpoint or minimizing the radial power peaking factor. While most

of the conclusions reached are applicable, these methods are not

highly useful to the fuel manager because the reactor core is not

treated on a fuel assembly by fuel assembly basis. Present design

techniques are more likely to involve the following path toward decid-

ing how a reactor should be reloaded.

1. Based on predicted exposure, discharge enough of the least

reactive or most highly burned fuel to allow the reactor to

reach the end of the next cycle with the new fuel assemblies.

2. Based on experience, predict a reasonable loading pattern

for several cycles and burn to the end of total cycle length

on a two dimensional FLARE (Delp et al., 1964) type code.

3. Check the radial power peaks throughout each cycle and
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exchange some of the fuel assemblies in an attempt to lower

the peaks to acceptable limits.

4. Continue step three until all cycles meet radial power peak-

ing requirements.

5. Check beginning of life loading with a more sophisticated

code such as 2DB (Little and Hardy, 1969) or PDQ-7

(Cadwell, 1967).

The experienced fuel manager can usually predict fairly good

loadings in about three or four iterations through steps three and four,

especially if the reactor is in or near an equilibrium fuel cycle. If the

reactor is not in an equilibrium cycle due to fuel failure or some other

reason, considerably more attempts may be necessary to arrive at an

acceptable loading pattern. In any event, it is often very difficult to

tell how many times one should try another loading in an attempt to

produce a lower radial power peak. From a fuel manager's standpoint,

it would be helpful if these two steps were automated such that a

computer p rogram shuffled the fuel to obtain the best loading possible

from a radial power peaking standpoint.

To date, this approach has not been published extensively, partly

because of the proprietary nature of the attempts at this approach and

partly because the tools to implement this type of refueling logic

involved large amounts of computer time due to the number of two

dimensional power calculations which were required. This study did
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not reduce the amount of two dimensional power calculations, but

utilized an accurate two dimensional power calculation which requires

a very minimal amount of computer time. This allows the shuffling

program to try a relatively large number of loading patterns and con-

verge to a best loading pattern, using very small amounts of computer

time.

The basic philosophy of the approach, discussed in detail in

Chapter V, is to predict a loading pattern to load into the shuffling

program. The program calculates the two dimensional power distribu-

tion, finds the radial power peak and by a predetermined programmed

set of logic searches for two elements to exchange in an attempt to

lower this radial power peak. If the attempt is successful, a lower

radial power peak will result and this loading now becomes the new

basis for searching for two more elements to move in search of an

even lower radial power peak. If a particular shuffle does not produce

a lower radial power peak, the shuffle is rejected and a new search is

made on the loading with the lowest radial power peak. Therefore, by

definition the very worst the final loading can be by this dynamic

program approach is the initial guess, since if it cannot find a lower

radial power peak than the first guess this will be the loading it

recommends. The final recommended loading produced will be

obtained when the program cannot exchange any two fuel elements of

the best loading found and obtain a lower radial power peaking factor.
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Obviously not all combinations are tried since even with one-quarter

core symmetry, there are approximately 1026 possible combinations

in which the fuel. could be loaded. Most of the combinations can be

eliminated merely by simple power and reactivity checks and a very

good loading can usually be found in less than 50 shuffle iterations,

which requires about one minute of computer time on the UNIVAC

1108.
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IV. NUCLEAR MODEL FOR ONE-QUARTER
CORE SIMULATION

Since many shuffling iterations may be necessary to find a good

loading pattern, it was necessary to develop a nuclear model which

could accurately predict the radial power distribution of a one-

quarter core model using only a few seconds of computer time. Several

methods were explored. Very accurate power distributions could be

obtained by running codes such as PDQ-7 or 2DB with one space point

for each fuel pin, or one space point every few centimeters. This

would be far too costly from a computer usage standpoint. If the

number of space points were reduced to one per bundle and only two

groups considered, the 2DB or PDQ-7 approach would be feasible.

However, it was found that course mesh two group diffusion theory

schemes are not very accurate, especially near the core reflector

interface.

A third approach would be to construct a nuclear model using

transport kernels, albedos and empirical equations to express k-

infinity as a function of burnup with the coefficients obtained from

more sophisticated codes such as Leopard (Barry, 1965), Laser

(Poncelet, 1966), or Thermos-HRG (Skeen and Page, 1967). This

approach has been successfully demonstrated and is currently being

used in the computer code FLARE. With the appropriate kernels the

FLARE model can be shown to be equivalent to one group diffusion
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theory. The computer use time per calculation for a one-quarter core

power calculation is small for this type of code, and thus would have

been an acceptable approach to use. The fourth approach, and the

one adopted, was to use a course mesh 1.5 group diffusion scheme.

This model has been successfully demonstrated by General Electric

(Crowther, Petrick and Weitzberg, 1969) and the Institute for Atomic

Energy of Norway (Borresen, 1971). Since the 1.5 group model

simulates a two group diffusion theory model for areas where the

diffusion coefficients and scattering cross sections are very slowly

varying, it represents a higher order than the FLARE approach and

should give better results. The computer time requirements are very

minimal since only one space point per fuel assembly is used. To

complete a radial power distribution for the reference Oconee core

required only about five seconds of computer time on the CDC 3300

using teletype printout or about one second on the Univac 1 108 with

high speed printout, These fast running times allow 40 to 50 shuffle

iterations, usually enough for convergence to a good loading pattern,

for only about one minute of computer time.

Development of 1.5 Group
Diffusion Theory Model

In a 1.5 group diffusion theory model, diffusion theory is used to

solve the fast flux distribution. The thermal flux is then analytically

calculated assuming zero buckling in the thermal group. Since the
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mean free path length of the fast group is comparatively long, this

allows for large space nodes in the fast group without a breakdown of

the difference equations derived from diffusion theory. This break-

down of the difference equations would occur for the thermal group

since the 16 to 24 cm space nodes are several thermal mean free

paths apart. For this reason the thermal group flux is calculated as

though the mesh size is infinite in each node, and the thermal leakage

from each node is assumed zero. This is a very good approximation

for large node sizes.

The multigroup diffusion equation in x, y geometry is

where

D (x, 0v24) (x, ZR(x, 04) (x, y) + S (x, Y) = 0

X

S (x, y) - - (v f(x v)) (x y) + (x, y)4) ,(x, y)___
keff g t g ' Es

gi= 1 gtzl g'-)g

N g -1

(4-1)

and

N = number of energy groups

g = energy group index

(x, y) = flux in group g at point x, y

S (x, y) = source in group g at point x, y

D (x, y) = diffusion coefficient for group g at point x, y = 1 /3ITr (x, y)

vEf(x, y) = fission source cross section for group g at point x, y

Zs(x, y),_ group transfer scattering cross section from g' to g
1.4
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ER (x, y) = removal cross sectionfor group g at point x, y

zafx,
Y1

(x, y)g
gt=g+1 gl>g

X = fraction of fission source neutrons appearing in group g
g

keff = effective multiplication factor.

For a two group model with all fissions appearing in the fast group and

the x, y dependence implied but not written, the diffusion equation in the

fast group becomes

2 1
4) Z._ =

D1v
1

1 keff

where

= E + E (1 2)
a

1 1
s

(4-2)

The sol ution to this equation is solved similar to the methods used in

2DB. To obtain the difference equations the space points are placed

in the center of the mesh area and integrated over the area. Thus, a

typical (i, j) mesh point can be represented by the block 0 in Figure

4-1. Integration of the volume from (x + /2) to (x. - S x. /2) and
J J

from (yi + 6y,
1
/2) to (y. - yi/2), will obtain the spatial difference

equations associated with each point. To integrate the leakage term of

equation 4-2 the volume integral over the Laplacian is changed to a

surface integral using Green's Theorem,

rDv24)(1V = dA4 (4 -3)
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Figure 4-1. Spacial integration scheme for 1.5 group
model.

The flux gradients at the boundaries are obtained by interpolat-

ing between the two mesh points on each side of the mesh boundary.

Now if an effective diffusion constant Dk is defined between the i, j

point 0 and any other i, j point k = 1 to 4 (see Figure 4-1) then
D

0
D

k
(OR

0
+ 5R

k)
D OR + D (SR

0 k k 0
(4-4)

where OR represents either 5x or by depending on whether k is 1,2

or 3, 4 respectively.

Now the integration can be written

4
-15k Ak

(41( (i)0)
V + S

0
V

0
= 0

k=1 k

where all indices are for the fast group and

V
0

= Volume associated with mesh point 0

(4 -5)



/k = distance between mesh point k and mesh point 0

A
k

= area of the boundary separating mesh point k and mesh

point 0.

All other symbols are as previously defined.

If equation 4-5 is solved for (1) , then

cbo
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(4-6)

The center line for a quarter core of Oconee bisects the fuel

elements in both the x and y direction. Thus the boundary condition

on two sides of the quarter core is a zero flux gradient. On these

boundary points cipo = 1:01 or (1)041 = 0. This is accomplished by setting

the coefficients multiplying this term at these points to zero. The

other two boundaries will always be water some distance from the core

boundary and can be assumed for calculational purposes to have zero

flux at some extrapolated distance from the mesh boundary. For

these points an imaginary mesh interval is established just beyond the

last mesh interval I and the coefficient becomes:max

DkAk k
A

k

k
.56R

Imax
+ .71 X Tr

(4-7)

Flux iterations are performed using equation 4-6 until the fluxes at
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selected points do not change by more than the selected convergence

value. These iterations are called inner iterations.

When an inner iteration has converged the total fissions are

calculated and the eigenvalue is corrected by

v-1
keff keff * (total fissions) v / (total fissions)

v-1 (4-8)

The new eigenvalue is divided into the source and another itera-

tion is performed. These are called outer iterations. The problem

has converged when the ratio of total fissions from one outer iteration

to the next differs from unity by less than the convergence criteria.

For faster convergence the fluxes are overrelaxed after each

outer iteration with the exception of the first by the equation

v-1 v v-1
= + (4) )

where

(4-9)

v = the iteration index

a = the overrelaxation factor

No overrelaxation is performed on the inner iterations.

Having completed the fast flux calculations, the thermal flux

can be accurately estimated for a course mesh calculation by assuming

the space points are far enough apart that the thermal leakage from

the node is negligible. The diffusion equation for the thermal group

-D2v2 + Ea2 cp
2

= Esf c1D1

1

reduces to

(4-10)
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(4-11)

This allows the thermal flux at each node to be easily calculated. The

power produced in each node can then be calculated since the fast and

thermal fluxes and fission cross sections are all known. However,

the power distribution calculated will be in error by as much as 10

to 15 percent, especially in nodes which differ in power significantly

from those around them. Fuel bundles near the water boundaries will

also show this degree of error. The reason is that since only one

space point has been put in each fuel bundle, no provision has been

made for the fact that near the edge of the bundle the flux tends to

decrease or increase depending on the flux in the adjoining bundle.

For this reason it is necessary to adjust the fluxes in each node or

bundle based on the fluxes in each of the four bundles on its faces.

two dimensions the average flux can be expressed as

(I) = A c1).
1-A

4

j=1

(4-12)

where is the flux at the interface between node i and node j and A is

the relative weight factor on the midpoint flux of point i. Since ,40.i is

the flux at the interface of nodes i and j, continuity of current and

fluxes at this interface yields the solution

4). D. + 4). D.
(I)

3I

D. + D.
(4 -13)
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Using equation 4-12, the average fast flux can be calculated for each

space point, then using these average, fast fluxes a new thermal flux is

calculated from equation 4-11. The averaged thermal fluxes are then

calculated using equation 4-12 except all parameters now refer to

thermal values instead of fast parameters. Power distributions are

calculated using these averaged values of the fast and thermal flux,

along with the thermal and fast fission rates. Only the weighting

factor A for the fast and thermal fluxes remains to be determined.

Borrensen (1971) determined Al (the fast group averaging

factor) by requiring that the slab interface current density, calculated

from the infinite difference equations, agree with the analytic value.

For all of the test cells a value of about 0.3 was found. The error in

current density is not terribly sensitive to Al and even if Al = 1, the

current density error is only about 30 percent.

The thermal group weight factor, A2, was similarly calculated

requiring the finite-difference-node average flux to agree with the

corresponding analytic slab average flux. Borrensen found values in

the range of 0.7 to 0.76. The power distributions are more sensitive

to value of A2.

Validity of 1.5 Group Model

To check the accuracy of the 1.5 group course mesh method, a

reference calculation using three fuel types was performed using 2DB.
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Six unevenly spaced mesh intervals were distributed in each fuel

assembly for the 2DB calculation. Two space points were located

near each bundle edge, where the fluxes are likely to be changing

more rapidly, and the remaining two space points evenly divided the

remainder of the assembly. On the core-reflector boundary, additional

mesh intervals were placed in the water where permitted. The

variable mesh spacing within the bundle was found to give better

results than the same number of mesh intervals evenly spaced through-

out the bundle.

The identical problem was calculated using the 1. 5 group model,

with averaging factors of 0.3 for the fast group and 0.7 for the thermal

group. In both cases the problem was converged to 106 on total

fissions.

Figure 4-2 indicates the results of the comparison. The relative

radial power from 2DB is the number on the top and that from the 1.5

group model the number below it. The bottom number is the fuel

type. A three corresponds to 3. 0 w/o enriched, a two to 2.0 w/o

enriched, and a one to 1.5 w/o enriched UO2 fuel for Oconee. As can

be seen, the 1.5 group model agrees very well in power distribution

with the more sophisticated 2DB model. The effective reactivities

are identical to five figures from each code. The largest discrepancy

in the radial power distribution occurs in the assemblies on or near

the core reflector interface. This can be expected since the largest
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error for the 1.5 group model can be expected when two nodes differ

widely in fast scattering and thermal absorption cross sections. This

causes a steep flux gradient which the 1.5 group model cannot

accurately predict. In addition, the assumption that the thermal flux

in water is the asymptotic solution of the fast flux is not correct.

Nevertheless the error created by the model is only on the order of

three to five percent for these core-reflector interface assemblies.

If a more accurate 1.5 group model were desired, several possibilities

could be explored to improve the model. Since the core reflector

interface bundles contain most of the errors, a different size mesh

spacing could be employed for the reflector nodes. Possibly the

thermal weighting factors could be changed for these nodes. A third

possibility would be to apply the weighting factors prior to each outer

iteration so a fast averaged flux could return to the next iteration.

Borrensen indicates that if this is not done, little penalty is incurred

in the power distribution. The most likely solution would be to

eliminate the water reflector nodes, and replace them with extrapola-

tion distances where the fast flux will go to zero and analytically

calculate albedos for the thermal group. Clearly this would give a

more accurate solution near the core reflector interface.

As the equations 4-2 and 4-10 indicate, the input to this 1.5

group model are simply the fast and thermal values of the diffusion

coefficient, absorption cross section, fission cross sections times the
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neutron yield per fission, and the scattering cross section from the

fast to thermal group. These seven values must be determined for

each node of the problem. These values were obtained as a function

of burnup from the Jersey Nuclear version of LEOPARD (Barry, 1965).

Polynomial fits as a function of exposure were then incorporated into

the 1.5 group model for each of the seven input cross sections listed

above. More accurate values could be obtained if the energy yields

as a function of exposure and the change in the xenon poisoning as a

function of power were also incorporated in the polynomials. These

are second order effects, however, and were not part of the model

used for this study.

The purpose of the 1.5 group model is to calculate a radial

power distribution for a given loading. This power distribution will

then be used to make a decision as to where the fuel elements should

be moved to lower the radial power peaking factor. Figure 4-2 clearly

indicates the model is adequate for this purpose. One of the ground

rules for these loadings, which will be presented in a later chapter,

is that the core reflector interface elements must contain new

fuel assemblies and they cannot be moved in the course of the fuel

shuffling. Thus the region where the 1.5 group gives the largest error

is an area which is not affected by fuel shuffling.

The most crucial aspect of fuel shuffling is to be able to

accurately predict high power bundles on the core interior. The 1.5
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group model does this well. Even if the model were off by three or

four percent on some interior bundle powers, in all cases the model

predicted the correct high power bundle. In most cases the high power

bundLes will be from 30 to 60 percent higher than the average power

and differences of a few percent do not affect the shuffling decisions.
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V. LOADING AND SHUFFLING PROCEDURES FOR
MINIMUM POWER PEAKING FACTORS

Introduction to Power Peaking

At the end of each fuel cycle, utilities and/or reactor fuel

suppliers must decide which fuel elements are to be discharged, what

the enrichment of the replacement fuel assemblies will be and where

each fuel element is to be placed to obtain a desired goal at the end of

the next cycle life.

In Chapter II, two of the economic factors which affected the

price of nuclear fuel were the length of time the fuel is in the reactor

and the average discharge burnup of the fuel. The two are directly

related by the power density of the reactor. The results of the

economic analysis indicated there is great incentive to minimize fuel

costs by decreasing the maximum radial power peaking factor through-

out life. This allows the reactor to operate at the highest possible

power density and reduces overhead and inventory costs per kilowatt

produced.

In general, the power density of a reactor is limited by the

ability of the fuel to remove the heat generated. This is a function of

the fuel design and coolant flow, which are considerations outside the

scope of this thesis. However, for current light water reactors these

considerations are fairly standardized. In any event, once a utility
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has purchased a reactor, very little will be done to change its basic

design, so these dimensional and coolant properties will remain

relatively fixed. What can be done then to increase the average burn-

up or power density and thus decrease the fuel costs for these standard

reactors?

The limiting factor to the power density in any reactor is the

fuel assembly with the highest power. Care must be taken so that this

bundle does not exceed the minimum critical heat flux ratio (MCHFR)

in boiling water reactors or the departure from nucleate boiling ratio

(DNBR) in pressurized water reactors. For normal operating condi-

tions it is usually desirable that the fuel bundle with the most power

have a MCHFR or DNBR of at least 1. 7. This allows for a margin of

safety and permits a percent over-power without exceeding the burn-

out limits.

The relative power that any fuel element must produce to achieve

the desired overall reactor power will be determined by the loading

pattern of the fuel. Obviously if too many fuel elements with very low

reactivity are placed together, the power will tend to "die in this

area, thus forcing the power to increase in other areas of the core to

meet total power requirements. Or if too many fuel elements with

high reactivity are placed in close proximity, a power spike will occur

in this area. Thus the fuel loading will determine the maximum

relative power in any fuel assembly and maximum power density at

which the reactor can operate.
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An idea.' loading would obtain the same amount of power from all

assemblies (i. e. , normalized power for all assemblies would be 1. 0).

This, of course, is not possible for a reactor which is refueled a

finite number of times over any given time period. Refueling a reac-

tor more often allows lower power peaks but economic considerations

limits refueling too often, and electrical power requirements usually

dictate the minimum time periods between refueling outages.

most cases these refueling outages are either on an annual or 18-

month cycle. The reactivity of the fuel at the beginning of any cycle

must be sufficient to allow the reactor to stay critical to the end of the

cycle. At the end of the cycle, all or any part of the fuel can be dis-

charged and replaced with new fuel. In most PWR cycles about one-

third of the core is replaced, whereas in BWR's usually only one-

fourth to one-fifth of the fuel is replaced. In either case, an

equilibrium cycle will contain new fuel as well as fuel with a spectrum

of burnup. The arrangement of these fuel elements is critical to the

power peaking.

Three general refueling patterns exist. They are the so-called

out-in, in-out and scatter or shotgun loadings. The out-in pattern

loads all the new fuel on or as near as possible to the periphery of

the reactor. The fuel which has been in the reactor one cycle is then

placed just inside the new fuel, and the fuel which has burned two

cycles inside the once burned, etc. This is the procedure often used
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for initial cores with the highest enrichment fuel on the outside with

the lesser enriched fuel placed nearer the center of the core. This

refueling method is possible for equilibrium cores, but not the most

economical and also tends to cause the reactor power to "die" in the

center of the core at the end of the cycle. The second method is an in

to out pattern where the new fuel is loaded in the center and the older

fuel loaded on the outside with the highest burned or least reactive

fuel nearest the core periphery. This method causes high power

peaking near the center of the core at beginning of life and is not used.

The third method, referred to by such names as a salt and pepper,

scatter or shotgun loading, distributes the fuel in a checkerboard

pattern throughout the core. Usually new fuel is placed in all the

positions on the core-reflector interface. With the larger cores now

being constructed, the surface to volume ratio is such that for a one-

third reload, not enough positions are available to place all the new

fuel on the core-reflector interface, or as they will be referred to,

the periphery positions. The several new fuel elements remaining,

along with the exposed fuel, are then distributed throughout the

remaining core interior. Proper arrangement of these fuel elements

to obtain minimum radial power peaking throughout the core life is the

subject of this thesis.

The assumption is made that minimizing the radial power peaks

will minimize the overall power peak. As mentioned, this will enable
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the reactor to operate at the highest possible power density and reduce

power costs by obtaining maximum return per unit time on both fuel

and reactor investments. Minimizing the power peak also improves

the economics from the aspect of allowing increased average burnup.

With present technology, the maximum exposure of fuel is limited by

the fuel integrity and not by reactivity considerations. If the maximum

exposure limit from a fuel integrity standpoint were increased, and

the economics favorable, the enrichment could be increased to meet

the reactivity requirements. Because the fuel failure rate is an

exponential function of burnup, for a given average discharge exposure,

it is desirable to have the range of fuel element exposures to be as

small as possible. As an example, if 60 elements with an average

exposure of 30, 000 MWD/M TU are being discharged, it is better

from a fuel failure standpoint if all the elements have exposure of

30, 000 MWD/MTU than if 20 have exposures of 25, 000 MWD/MTU,

20 with exposures of 30, 000 MWD/MTU, and 20 with exposures of

35,000 MWD/MTU. Disregarding the fuel failure probability, the

economic difference in this burnup spread is insignificant since the

average burnup of each batch is the same. However, since the fuel

failure rate is a steep function of burnup, the fuel elements on the

upper end of the exposure spectrum may force a shutdown before the

batch average has reached 30,000 MWD/MTU. If, for example,

massive fuel failures were found to occur at about 33,000 MWD/MTU
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and up, then in the second of the examples above, when the 20

elements at 35,000 MWD/MTU reached 33,000 MWD/MTU, fuel

failure may require shutting down. The average exposure of the other

40 elements would only be about 28,000 and 23,000 MWD/MTU

respectively, and the overall average would be about 28,000 MWD/

MTU, thus causing an economic penalty because the highest exposure

fuel forced an early discharge. The possible economic penalties of a

forced early discharge are obvious both from the increased fuel cost

and scheduling standpoint.

Minimizing the radial power peaking factor will distribute the

power more evenly among the fuel elements, decreasing the range of

exposures of a discharged batch. This will allow the fuel to reach

the highest average exposure while keeping the highest exposed

assemblies below some limiting exposure. Therefore, minim izing

the radial power peaking factor is desirable from a fuel failure stand-

point as well as enabling operation at high power densities.

Formulation of Shuffling
Optimization Procedures

Theoretically for a given set of fuel elements, there is a loading

pattern which will give the minimum power peak throughout the cycle

life. As discussed in Chapter III, many attempts have been made to

use sophisticated statistical techniques to optimize few region reactor

loadings. These do not solve the problem, however, since a typical
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PWR has approximately 160 to 193 fuel elements and even with one-

quarter core symmetry, this leaves upward of 40 individual regions

to consider. Several fuel elements will be identical, further reducing

the number of unique combinations, but the number of possible loading

combinations could still be astronomical and beyond any attempt to

solve by analytical techniques. There is a great incentive, then, to

obtain a set of rules which will make the process of deciding upon a

loading pattern easier. These could be formulated into rules for a

computer program which would iterate to find the loading pattern with

the lowest radial power peaking factor throughout the cycle life. It is

impossible to insure that the loading pattern chosen would indeed be

the one with the minimum radial power peaking factor. From a

practical and economic standpoint it is not necessary that it is. As

long as the programmed shuffling rules produce loadings with low

radial power peaks, they will be satisfactory.

An iterative programming approach was taken to produce such

a program which is called SHUFLE . The program first calculates

a power distribution of an initially specified loading pattern using the

1. 5 group course mesh diffusion model described in Chapter IV. A

search is then made for the maximum radial power peak throughout

the core. Pre-programmed logic is followed to decide which two

assemblies should be exchanged to lower the radial power peaking

factor. The change is made and a new radial power distribution is
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calculated with the 1.5 group model, and the new radial power peak

identified. This new radial power peak is then compared with the

lowest radial power peak of any loading which has been tried. If it is

lower, the program proceeds. If it is not, the previous loading is

rejected and a new search for another shuffle is made on the loading

which has the lowest radial power peaking factor of any pattern tried

to date in the shuffle iteration. This procedure continues until all

possible programmed fuel shuffles have been tried and none give a

lower radial power peaking ratio. At this point, the convergence

criteria have been met.

Many of the new generation 600 to 1100 MWe PWR's have surface

to volume ratios such that it is not possible to place all the new fuel

elements on the core reflector interface of the reactor for a one-third

reload cycle. Thus several new fuel elements will be required to be

placed in the interior core positions. In the case of Oconee, five

elements must be placed inside the periphery. The power peaks will

almost invariably occur in these elements. The general shuffling

procedure described above will always involve proper placement of

these high reactivity fuel assemblies. For this reason shuffling the

fuel to a minimum radial power peak is broken into two distinct sec-

tions in the program which performs the shuffling. The first section,

called SHUFLA, moves the high reactivity fuel to lower the peaking

factor as much as possible, The second section of the shuffling logic
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performed by SHUFLB attempts to improve the radial power peaking

factor by exchanging relatively high reactivity fuel in the region of the

radial power peak for less reactive fuel from an area of the core

which is low in power. This tends to flatten the power distribution

both by lowering the reactivity in the area of the radial power peaks

and by increasing those areas of low reactivity and power. In

essence, the program logic tends to flatten the power distribution by

proper placement of the reactivity within the core. Again after a

shuffle is made, if the new power peak is greater than the minimum

radial power peak, the suffle is rejected and another search is made

for a shuffle of the loading pattern with the minimum radial power

peak. This procedure is continued until the convergence criteria is

met for both sections of the program.

The basic philosophy which SHUFLA and SHUFLB use to

determine which fuel elements to exchange in the course of searching

for a loading with the minimum radial power peaking factor was

derived from collating data of the radial power distributions of

hundreds of loading patterns all using the same fuel. From these

studies certain trends were noted from which the following general

rules were derived:

I. Scatter or checkerborad loadings produce a flatter power

distribution than out-in or in-out loading schemes.

2. Placing new fuel assemblies in all positions on the periphery
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of the core produces the most uniform power distribution

with lowest power peaking ratios.

3. Fuel assemblies of relatively high reactivity should not be

placed in close proximity anywhere except on the periphery

of the core or just inside those assemblies on the periphery.

This means new fuel assemblies should not be placed in

adjacent positions on the core interior.

4. Lower radial power peaks result if the lowest reactivity

fuel is placed on all four faces of high reactivity fuel. Fuel

which has been in the reactor two years of a three-year cycle

should be placed on all four faces of the new fuel assemblies

which are in the reactor interior.

5. Replacing a fuel element in the vicinity of a radial power

peak with one of less reactivity will always lower the power

peak in this area and increase the relative power in the area

where the more reactive fuel element is placed. This does

not mean that the overall radial power peak will be reduced

since, if the power distribution is quite flat, the area receiv-

ing the more reactive element may increase enough to pro-

duce a new radial power peak which is higher than before the

elements were exchanged. In most cases, however, exchang-

ing the elements as described will lower the radial power

peak.
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6. New fuel assemblies placed in the reactor interior cause

large perturbations on the local radial power peaking.

Because of this, better results are obtained in the shuffling

iteration scheme if these elements are moved only one posi-

tion at a time, then a new power calculation made to deter-

mine the next move rather than moving them directly from a

high power area to a low power area. This is the reason the

iteration scheme is broken into two areas: that which decides

on the placement of the new fuel assemblies and that which

decides on the placement of all other fuel. Because of its

lower reactivity, the movement of any fuel with several

thousand MWD/MTU exposure does not represent such a large

perturbation on the radial power distribution and can be

moved considerable distances from their position in one

shuffle iteration to the next.

7. Shuffling patterns which iterate by simply exchanging the

highest power fuel with the lowest power fuel will give

reasonable loading patterns much of the time, but are too

dependent upon the initial loading pattern supplied to the

shuffle program. If a bad initial pattern is chosen, this

method of shuffling may result in a loading with a relatively

high minimum radial power peak.

8. Requiring one-eighth core symmetry limits the available
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loading patterns and will usually result in a higher radial

power peak than if one-quarter core symmetry is employed.

No calculations were done using one-half core symmetry

which would allow even more possible loading patterns. The

degree of freedom allowed by one-quarter core symmetry is

sufficient to enable shuffling to very good loadings. One-

eighth core symmetry does not in many cases, and for many

instances, due to fuel failures and thus additional new fuel

replacement, one-eighth core symmetry is not possible.

9. The lower leakage factor near the center of the core makes

proper fuel placement more critical in this area. Because of

this, better loading patterns can be obtained if the shuffling

program uses different logic depending on which area of the

core is having the radial power peaking problems.

Based on the above, the program SHUFLE was written which

incorporates these observations into logical fuel shuffling statements.

SHUFLE calculates the power distribution, or power shape as

the name would imply, from the 1.5 group course mesh diffusion model

described in Chapter IV. Two elements are then exchanged, depend-

ing on a prescribed hierarchy of shuffling rules, which are discussed

in detail in Chapter VI. This procedure is continued until convergence

criteria indicate the program has completed its search for a loading

pattern with the lowest possible radial power peak to average ratio,

usually just called a radial power peak.
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VI. SPECIFIC SHUFFLING RULES OF SHUFLE

Core Region Description

This chapter is a detailed discussion of the logic used by

SHUFLE to converge on a fuel loading pattern which has a minimum

radial power peak.

A typical PWR one-quarter core configuration such as illus-

trated in Figure 6-1 will help visualize the shuffling rules which are

employed in SHUFLE. The dashed lines indicate the symmetry

boundaries of the Oconee II core chosen for study. The core is

divided into three general regions, each of which has different shuf-

fling rules. The fuel elements on the core-reflector interface,

marked with a P, will always be loaded with the most reactive fuel.

These are usually new fuel assemblies, and are not shuffled through-

out the shuffling iterations. This region will be referred to as the

periphery region. The second region is just inside the periphery

region, but outside the boundary of I + J >
9.

4 These fuel elements,

marked with I, are close enough to the edge of the reactor core that

the shuffling rules are slightly different from those elements inside

the region I + J < 9. This region will be referred to as the

4 Continual reference will be made to the I + J position of a fuel
element. This is simply the sum of the I and J index of a particular
element. As an example, the element in the upper left corner is the
element at the reactor center and would have a position I = 1, J = 1,
and I + J = 2.
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intermediate region. The third region consists of all assemblies

inside the boundary I + J < 9. This region is called the interior

region. Within the interior region a fuel assembly is categorized by

whether the I + J position is odd or even. In Figure 6-1, the assem-

blies with I + J even are designated E and those for I + J odd are

marked with an 0.

General Shuffling Rules

In general, the shuffling rules allow any assembly in the inter-

mediate region to be exchanged with any other element in this region

or the interior region. Elements in the interior region are allowed to

exchange with elements in the intermediate region but are only

allowed to exchange with other interior elements with the same parity

of I + J (i. e. , even parity exchange with even parity and odd parity

with odd parity). The reason that fuel on the interior may only

exchange with fuel of like I + J parity is to avoid violating rule four of

Chapter V, which specifies that fuel elements with low reactivity

must be placed on all four faces of highly reactive fuel assemblies

which are placed on the interior of the core. If the core interior is

fueled with the highest burned or lowest reactivity fuel, all on odd

diagonals or all on even diagonals, and the new and one cycle

exposed fuel on the other diagonals, the rule of not exchanging two

interior fuel elements of different I + J parity will always place low
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reactivity fuel on all four faces of all the high reactivity fuel on the

core interior. This rule may be the single most important to pre-

venting high power peaks in the interior region.

Since it is very difficult to describe and understand written

program logic, the details of how SHUFLE uses the general rules in

Chapter V to converge on a loading pattern will be described by flow

charts and illustrations in Figures 6-2 through 6-4. These will be

supplemented by graphical examples to illustrate the ideas and

nomenclature presented in the flow charts. The overall program logic

is presented in Figure 6-2. This simply describes the available

options the code will follow depending on the input parameters. All

decisions presented in this figure are controlled by the operator and

reflect the problem he wishes to solve. In the event it is desired to

shuffle the fuel, subroutines SHUFLA and SHUFLB are called from

the main program. These subroutines shuffle the fuel to the minimum

radial power peak possible using the observations described in

Chapter V and the program logic described below.

Description of SHUFLA Logic

SHUFLA arranges high reactivity fuel which may be placed in

the core interior. Figure 6-3 illustrates the logic flow for the shuf-

fling iterations. The program initially checks to see if it has

exhausted all its shuffling possibilities from previous iterations. If it
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has, subroutine SHUFLB is called. If not, the maximum radial

power element is located and compared to the lowest radial power peak

from previously shuffled loading patterns. If the radial power peak is

lower than previously, the program proceeds as indicated to block

seven and records this loading pattern as the best it has been able to

find. At this point all the iteration parameters are reinitialized

because a new "best" loading has been found and the search begins

for a better one. The maximum power element which is not on the

periphery is selected and the search is made for a fuel element to

exchange with it. If the unlikely event occurs that the maximum radial

power element is located on the periphery, most likely the highest

power non-periphery assembly is located adjacent to it and will be

the one to be moved. Thus the restriction that the periphery fuel

elements cannot be moved is no hindrance to obtaining a good loading

pattern.

The search for the two fuel elements to exchange begins with

the selection of the fuel element which has the lowest power in the

vicinity of the maximum power non-periphery element. This element

is called local minimum (block 10). In a large power reactor, the

core is loosely coupled and radial power spikes are a result of the

fuel which is in the immediate vicinity of the peak element and only in

a remote way dependent upon what may be several fuel assemblies

away. For this reason, on any single shuffling iteration best results
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are obtained if the fuel is not moved far from its position of the pre-

vious iteration. Imax and Jmax are the positions of the fuel with the

maximum radial power peak. It was found if an area Imax ± 2, Jmax

± 2 were searched for a local minimum, this would involve sufficient

area to determine in which direction the element with maximum radial

power should be moved for the next iteration. Figure 6-4 illustrates

an example of the local minimum. The maximum power of 1. 444 is in

position 4, 4. This means the 24 elements in the area from I = 2 to 6

and J = 2 to 6 are searched for a local minimum. Within this area the

lowest radial power is . 758 at position 6, 5, or 5, 6 and these become

the local minimum.

Since the maximum power element is not in the intermediate

region of the core, the program proceeds to box 15 of Figure 6-3 and

determines that the parity of the maximum radial power fuel element

is even. This fuel assembly is then moved to a position of the same

parity one position closer to the local minimum (i. e. , move fuel in

4, 4 to 5, 5 and 5, 5 to 4, 4). If both the maximum and local minimum

had been in the intermediate zone, the check at box 14 would have

routed the logic to box 16 and the maximum element would, simply have

been moved one position closer to the local minimum without regard

to parity. If through this route one of the fuel elements to be shuffled

was an element on the periphery, the assembly adjacent to it would be

shuffled instead, as indicated by blocks 18 and 20 of Figure 6-3.
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Once the two elements to be exchanged in the shuffle have been

determined, block 21 checks if the reactivity of the local minimum fuel

assembly is less than that of the maximum power assembly. Obviously

it will not improve the radial power peaking to insert an assembly

with equal or higher reactivity in the position of the peak radial power

than the one presently occupying the position. If the reactivity of the

assembly to be exchanged is less than the assembly with the radial

power peak, the shuffle is made. If not, this means that there is too

much reactivity in the area of the maximum radial power element and

some elements of high reactivity need to be moved away from the

maximum power assembly. If this occurs, since the element which

was to be exchanged with the maximum power assembly has already

been determined to be of equal or higher reactivity than the maximum

power element, it is the logical choice to be moved. The program

simply assigns temporarily to this element the status of maximum

power as indicated in block 22, Figure 6-3, and returns to block 10

in search of a position to move this element. In all cases, this

procedure will move this high reactivity assembly away from the actual

maximum power assembly and reduce the radial power peaking factor

in that area. If it does not create a higher radial power peak in

another area of the core, then it will reduce the overall radial power

peak. An example of this situation is illustrated in Figure 6-5. Note

that the maximum radial power of 1.402 occurs at position 2, 6. The
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local minimum of this position is .783 in position 3, 8. The program

then designates an exchange of 2, 6 and 3, 7. However, since these

are the same fuel type with zero exposure, the fuel assembly in 3, 7

has the same reactivity as the one in 2, 6 and nothing would be gained

by exchanging these two assemblies. Therefore, the program

temporarily assigns the status of maximum power to 1. 305 in position

3, 7 and searches for a move of this element. The local minimum of

1. 305 is 724 in position 5, 7. The program attempts to exchange 3, 7

and 4, 7 but 4, 7 is on the periphery so the nearest element to the

periphery, 4, 6, is chosen instead to exchange with 3, 7. In this case,

this particular shuffle lowered the radial power peak to 1. 381 which

occurred at position 4, 2, so the shuffle was quite successful.

The shuffle logic for SHUFLA has been described if the new

radial power peak is lower than any previous loading pattern. What if

it is not ? This decision is depicted in block four of Figure 6-3. In

most cases, this will result in a rejection of the previous shuffle.

However, in the event that the new radial power peak appears in the

reciprocal5 position from the power peak of the best loading to date,

the program will shuffle this reciprocal position element in an

attempt to find an overall lower radial power peak.

The reason for this is that if the one- quarter core loading is

5 Reciprocal positions are positions with indices (I, J) and (J, I).
Example positions (7, 3) and (3,7 ) are reciprocal positions.
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symmetrical, or very nearly symmetrical, two elements in reciprocal

positions will have the same or very nearly the same power. If one

of these assemblies is shuffled to a position to lower its radial power,

it is possible for this to be a good move and yet increase the relative

power in the reciprocal position from which it was moved, because

the program must have a constant total power with each iteration. It

is most likely, then, that moving the element which has this increased

maximum and at the same time retaining the shuffle of its reciprocal

element from the previous shuffle iteration will give a lower overall

radial power peak. In many cases, this could be accomplished by

requiring one-eighth core symmetry. However, in most cases one-

eighth core symmetry is too restrictive to shuffling and when it is

advantageous this method will determine it at only the cost of one

additional shuffle iteration.

If the maximum radial power of any shuffle iteration is greater

than the maximum radial power of the best loading (i. e. , the one with

the lowest radial power peak) on any previous iteration, and it is not

in the reciprocal position, the shuffle is rejected and the best loading

is recalled to look for further shuffles of this loading pattern. On the

second iteration after a new best loading has been found, the program

proceeds to block 11, Figure 6-3, and attempts to move the second

highest power element. If it is the third or higher iteration, the

program goes to block 13 and attempts to move the maximum power
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element to another position. This procedure continues until all

possible moves of the maximum power element in the area of Imax

2, J ± 2 have been tried, remembering that only those elements inmax
positions of like parity may be exchanged for elements in the inner

region. At this point, subroutine SHUFLA has exhausted its shuffle

logic and for further shuffle iterations block one of Figure 6-3 will

send the program to subroutine SHUFLB to employ a new set of logic

in an attempt to lower further the radial power peaking factor.

Description of SHUFLB Logic

Subroutine SHUFLA has essentially satisfied rule three of

Chapter V and has spread out the high reactivity fuel as far as pos-

sible, except for those assemblies on the periphery of the core, which

it is not allowed to move. To further reduce the radial power peaking

it will be necessary to rearrange the exposed lower reactivity fuel

around the assembly which has the radial power peak. This is what

subroutine SHUFLB does. The general objective of SHUFLB is to

move less reactive fuel into the region which has the maximum radial

power peak, and move more reactive fuel into the area which has low

radial power factors. Figure 6-6 is a flow logic illustration of

SHUFLB.

Up to block 29 of Figure 6-6, SHUFLB is very similar to

SHUFLA in that it finds the maximum radial power element and
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compares it to previous loadings to see if the new loading pattern is

better from a radial power peaking standpoint than any previous loading.

If it is, this becomes the best loading. If not, it rejects the loading

and reverts back to the best loading pattern. Block 29 of Figure 6-6

begins the search for an element to shuffle. First, the highest power

element in the area Imax ± 1, Jmax ± 1 is found. This element is

referred to as the local maximum since it is the assembly with the

second highest radial power in the vicinity of the maximum radial

power element. The local maximum element is illustrated in Figure

6-7. Referring to block 32, Figure 6-6, the parity of this local maxi-

mum is determined and the element of lowest power with the same

parity in the inner region or any parity in the intermediate region if

found. Again the radial power peaking factor cannot be reduced if

this lowest radial power element had a higher reactivity than the local

maximum element. Therefore, if the reactivity of the minimum

radial power element with the same parity is higher than the local

maximum element, the choice is rejected (block 33) and the next

lowest radial power element satisfying parity requirement is found

(block 37). This continues until all elements satisfying the require-

ments for this local maximum have been tried in a shuffle or rejected

for failure to meet reactivity requirements. This means there are no

fuel assemblies throughout the core which can be exchanged with the

local maximum element and will not violate the set of rules in
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Chapter V, and which will also lower the radial power peaking factor.

As an example, assume in Figure 6-7 that all shuffles of the

local maximum element in position 3,2 have been tried. The next

highest radial power of 1.011 occurs at position 2,3. This assembly

then becomes new local maximum as far as shuffling is concerned,

and a new search for assemblies of lower reactivity to exchange with

this assembly begins. If none can be found which satisfy requirements

or are tried and do not lower the radial power peaking factor, then the

next highest radial power assembly with a radial power of . 989 in

position 4,4 is selected and the search continues. This procedure is

continued until all the elements in the area Imax ± 1, Jmax 1 have

been tried as the local maximum element. The program then proceeds

to block 39 from 40 of Figure 6-6 and expands the search area for the

local maximum to Imax 2, 3max ± 2 and proceeds as before.

Although the search area for the local maximum element is bounded,

the fuel assembly to exchange with it is found by searching the entire

core, and may be any element which satisfies parity and reactivity

requirements.

When all possible combinations have been tried, or eliminated

by violation of rules, to shuffle the local maximum in the area I -max

- 2, the program has exhausted the programmed shuffle logic2, Jmax

and ends. A one card change in the program would allow this search

to the area Imax N, Jmax N, but would require additional shuffles
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and would most likely not lower the radial power peaking significantly.

In fact, when the area I ± 1, J
4:

1 has been entirely searched,
max max

the radial power peaking factor for the best loading is usually very

near the radial power peaking factor of the best loading after Imax

2, Jmax ± 2 has been entirely searched for a shuffle.

When the shuffling iteration has converged, SHUFLA will then

print out the best loading it has found and burn to a specified burnup

or quit, depending on the problem input.
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VII. TESTS AND RESULTS

The validity and feasibility of SHUFLE was checked using

OCONEE II as a reference design. 6 OCONEE is a Babaock

and Wilcox 850 MWe PWR. Although it differs slightly from the

current generation of 1100 MWe PWR's, it is very similar and all

conclusions will be applicable to any large PWR.

SHUFLE has the ability to optimize either an initial core loading

of unexposed fuel or a core loading of any combination of exposed fuel.

The results of shuffling of several combinations of both an initial and

exposed core are presented in this chapter.

The initial core consisted of fuel with the physical parameters

and identification listed in Table 7-1. A core loading of 1.5, 2.0 and

3.0 weight percent enriched fuel was chosen as typical enough of an

initial core enrichment to demonstrate the capabilities of SHUFLE for

an initial core.

The exposed core fuel elements were those listed in Table 7-2

and were selected to approximately represent an equilibrium cycle

with respect to average burnup in each exposure group. The initial

U-235 enrichment of each element was 3.0 w/o and the polynomials

used to represent the change in each cross section as a function of

burnup are presented in Table 7-3.

6Refer to Appendix C for complete design details of the reference
model.



Table 7-1. Two group LEOPARD parameters for OCONEE II UO2 fuel assemblies at zero exposure.

Fuel Enrichment D (1) D (2) La (1) la (2) vlf (1) vLE (2) Es (142)
ID

1 1.5 1.4701 .3898 .7991-2 .05047 .4285-2 .07217 .01747

2 2.0 1.4626 .3899 .8291-2 .06027 .4945-2 .09331 .01687

2.5 1.4583 .3897 .8594-2 .06957 .5583-2 .11330 .01638

3 3.0 1.4557 .3893 .8897-2 .07841 . 6203-2 .13230 .01597

3.5 1.4542 .3888 .9197-2 .08685 .6806-2 .1504 .01561

Water p = .7178 1.561 .3113 .434-3 .8818-2 0 0 .03002
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Table 7-2. Exposure values for one-quarter core.

2 Cycles 1 Cycle 0 Cycles
exposure exposure exposure

19.0

20.0

(2)

(2)

9.0

10.0 0 (15)

21.0 (2) 10.5 (2)

22.0 (2) 11.0 (2)

23.0 (3) 12.0 (1 /4)

24.0 (2) 12.0 (2)

24. 5 (2) 13.0 (2)

13.5 (2)

14.0 (2)

22.0 (15) 11. 93 (14. 25) 0 (15)

Average of total loading = 11. 3 MWD /kg BOL.
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Table 7-3. Two group polynomial fits as a function of exposure for
3.0 w/o enriched OCONEE II fuel.

P A0 Al A3
3

A4

D (1)

D (2)

Ea (1)

Ea (2)

f
(1)

vEf (2)

E (1+2)

1.44644

.38735

90467-2

.83286-1

. 63746-2

. 13485

.16125-1

.20386-2

-.10961-2

.10450-3

.17032-2

-.63959-4

.11543-2

-.28721-4

.37811-4

-.10467-5

-.10397-3

.35086-6

-.92979-4
.49879-6

-.42559-6

.24044-5

.11658-5

-.20861-7

P=A +Ax+Ax2 +A3X
3

+A4X
4

0 1

P = Fitted parameter
x = Exposure in MWD/kg

All fits include equilibrium xenon
R2 correlation coefficient > .99 for all parameters.
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SHUFLE will reorganize the fuel in search of a minimum radial

power peak, but to begin the search an initial loading must be speci-

fied. It is not necessary that this loading be a good one; however, to

comply with the loading pattern observations in Chapter V certain

basic loading rules should be observed. These are:

1. Load all periphery positions with the most reactive fuel.

2. Group the remainder of the fuel by either reactivity or

exposure into two groups. For the demonstration case one

group contained 1. 5 w/o enriched fuel in the case of an

initial core and two year exposed fuel in the case of an

exposed core. The other group consisted of 2.0 w/o enriched

fuel and the remainder of the 3.0 w/o enriched fuel in the

case of an initial core and the one year exposed and the

remainder of the unexposed fuel in the case of an exposed

core.

3. Load one of the groups of item two in the odd parity posi-

tions of the core interior and the other on the even parity

positions of the interior. Which group occupies the odd

positions and which the even positions was usually deter-

mined by the exposure of the central element of the core

(i. e., 1, 1 position). Since the parity of this position is

even, which ever exposure group this central element is in

occupies the even parity positions.
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4. The intermediate region of the core may be loaded with

either group of fuel.

5. Do not locate unexposed fuel in close proximity on the core

interior.

It should be emphasized that these loading rules are not

compulsory. SHUFLE will relocate the fuel in search of a minimum

radial power peak regardless of the initial loading it is given. How-

ever, violation of these rules may result in a converged loading

pattern with an unacceptably high radial power peak.

Initial Core

The results of some of the initial core loadings are presented in

Figures 7-1 and 7-2. In each case the fuel type by position presented

to SHUFLE is the top number in each block, which represents an

assembly location. The bottom number is the fuel type which SHUFLE

would place in the position to optimize the loading. Several different

initial loadings were calculated and, although the results were not

identical, they were very similar and all converged to a loading with a

peak radial power of about 1.37 to 1.40, which is apparently near the

minimum achievable with these three particular enrichments in this

core. This is excluding the use of burnable poisons which could be

used on the most reactive fuel assemblies in the core interior and

intermediate regions to further reduce the radial power peak. In all
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cases the radial power peak occurred in a type three fuel (3. 0

enriched).

It is possible to present SHUFLE with a loading it cannot shuffle

to a reasonable radial power peak. However, in all cases where this

happened, the loadings presented to SHUFLE were not reasonable

loadings. As an example, if all the number three type fuel not on the

periphery were loaded near the core center, SHUFLE could not find

optimum positions to place all five of these elements. However, this

is only of academic interest since this is an unreasonable loading to

present to SHUFLE and violates rule five of the general loading

rules.

Exposed Core Loadings

Using the fuel assemblies listed in Table 7-2, several loadings

were run to check both total shuffling and shuffling of only the exposed

fuel. Again the only restrictions on the initial core loadings presented

to SHUFLE were the five rules listed earlier in the chapter.

To test if SHUFLB would converge to the same loading regardless

of the initial loading presented to it, an attempt was made to load the

fuel as differently as possible without violating the five loading rules.

Figures 7-3 and 7-4 illustrate the results of these tests. Note that no

two positions were loaded with the same exposure of fuel. The con-

verged loading is the lower figure in each position. Figure 7-5
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reillustrates Figures 7-3 and 7-4 by comparing the final loading of

each run. It is readily noted that the loadings are not identical,

indicating the convergence is somewhat dependent upon the initial

loading supplied to SHUFLE. However, the radial power peaks of

1.30 and 1.29 for the two loadings are essentially identical and well

within any calculational uncertainty. In addition, while SHUFLE did

not converge to the same pattern, Figure 7-5 illustrates that it came

very close. SHUFLE tended to put about the same exposure elements

in similar positions. As an example, fuels with exposure 24.5 and

20.0 MWD/kg were initially loaded in position 4,3 on the two succes-

sive runs. SHUFLE placed fuel with exposure 19.0 and 20.0 MWD/kg

in this position for the respective runs. However, in other positions

such as 1,2 the fuel on the two runs was loaded at 23.0 and 19.0 MWD/

kg respectively and SHUFLE did not change them, but fuel in other

positions in the area was changed to compensate for this exposure

difference.

Figure 7-6 illustrates a loading using exactly the same fuel as in

Figures 7-3 through 7-5 (i. e. , that in Table 7-2), but the new fuel is

arranged in a different manner. The radial power peak of the loading

initially was 1.44 and as indicated SHUFLE rearranged the fuel to

achieve a radial power peak of 1.31, although the loading is not

exactly the same as the other converged, loading patterns. This again

illustrates that the optimized loading is dependent upon the loading
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initially presented to SHUFLE. Nevertheless, the radial power peaks

are very good and the dependency upon the loading presented to

SHUFLE will not cause any problems from a practical standpoint. In

addition, just as for the initial core loading of unexposed fuel, care

must be taken not to bunch the new unexposed fuel in any part of the

core or SHUFLE may not find a pattern which is close to the optimum.

It will, however, improve the loading in any event. As an example,

one run was made in which the initial radial power peak was about 2.0

because new assemblies were placed in adjacent positions 6, 5, 6, 6,

5, 6, and 5, 7. SHUFLE rearranged the assemblies, but was only

able to achieve a radial power peak of 1. 40. This is certainly an

acceptable radial from a practical standpoint, but is about eight per-

cent above the optimum for the set of elements listed in Table 7-2,

which is near 1.29.

Radial power peaks change throughout the cycle as the core

accumulates exposure. Often the peak will even shift from one

element to another. This raises the question as to where in the cycle

does the maximum radial power peak occur and at what exposure should

shuffling be performed to minimize this radial power peak.

All of the shuffling was done at equilibrium xenon and zero cycle

exposure. To insure that this was the period in the cycle to perform

the shuffling, the same loading patterns as illustrated in Figures 7-3

and 7-4 were run at zero cycle exposure non-xenon equilibrium and at
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400 MWD/MT and 500 MWD/MT average cycle exposure. The result

was that shuffling at non-xenon zero exposure gave equally good

answers at the end of the shuffle, but as the elements began to

accumulate exposure the radial power peak increased above those

shufflings performed at xenon equilibrium. In each case the total

cycle radial power peaks were higher when the shuffling was done at

non-xenon equilibrium and, in general, non-xenon shuffling tended to

load the core too heavily near the center. The shuffling done at 400

and 500 MWD/MT converged to the same total cycle radial as the

xenon equilibrium zero exposure shufflings did. Beyond about 500

MWD/MT the radial power peak is never greater than at the beginning

of the cycle and the radial power peaks are not a problem. Thus, these

cases illustrated that shuffling at the beginning of cycle life with

equilibrium xenon will produce loadings which will not give a radial

power peak higher than shufflings done at any other cycle exposure.

It must be noted that when the shufflings were performed at 400 or

500 MWD/MT cycle exposure, it was not intended that the fuel would

be burned to this exposure then shuffled in the reactor. Rather, only

that the shuffling calculations were performed with this assumed

exposure. The amount of exposure added to each element was calcu-

lated using the relative power as calculated from the 1. 5 group model

and adding to each element the product of the average core exposure

desired and the relative power factor. The shuffling calculations
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would then be performed with fuel of this exposure. When the shuf-

fling calculations were complete the same amount added to each

assembly would be subtracted and the cycle would be burned. In the

case of the zero exposure equilibrium xenon shufflings, these proce-

dures were not required, of course.

Cycle Data

The next major question was whether SHUFLE could handle

successive cycles and not incur problems in some future cycle because

of the loading it produced in a previous cycle. To check this the

loading in Figure 7-4 was chosen as cycle 1 and burned to 10,000

MWD/MTU. The fuel assemblies which had been in the core three

cycles were discharged and replaced with new 3.0 w/o enriched

assemblies. The fuel was grouped as described earlier in this chapter

and loaded into SHUFLE by the five loading rules. The loading pattern

given to SHUFLE and the converged loading pattern for cycle two is

presented in Figure 7-7. The radial for the initial loading pattern was

1.43 and SHUFLE rearranged the fuel to a peak radial of 1.37 which

is quite acceptable. SHUFLE was not able to shuffle the fuel to the

1.30 radial of cycle one because the fuel exposures at the beginning of

cycle two were different than at the beginning of cycle one. This is

because the fuel for cycle one was not at equilibrium exposure and as

additional cycles are calculated, the exposures change to approach
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equilibrium. At the end of cycle two the same procedure was followed

to evaluate cycle three. Figure 7-8 illustrates cycle three data with a

radial power peak of 1.35. Note that cycle three requires charging

only 14.25 new fuel elements per one-quarter core rather than the 15

fresh assemblies in cycle one and two. This is because the assembly

in the core center has accumulated discharge exposure and requires

replacement. Because of its unique position in the core, it represents

only one-fourth bundle in a one-quarter core configuration. Barring

complications due to fuel failure, the number of fresh fuel assemblies

charged each cycle will be in a sequence of 60, 60 and 57 for the

entire core.

Figures 7-4, 7-7 and 7-8 illustrate that SHUFLE can handle

successive cycles and find acceptable radial power peaking ratios for

each cycle.

Non-equilibrium Cycles

One of the purposes of this study was to produce a code which

would be able to find a good loading pattern in a short amount of time.

As stated earlier, for an equilibrium cycle most utilities will have

several good cycles computed in advance so the need for this type of

code may have limited use, but can still be useful in searching for an

optimum loading pattern. What happens when unexpectedly at the end

of a cycle several fuel elements have failed and the core must depart
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from an equilibrium cycle? This is a situation where SHUFLE would

be extremely useful in determining the best cycle loading patterns.

To demonstrate SHUFLE's ability in this situation, two different

situations are illustrated in Figures 7-9 and 7-10. In Figure 7-9, it

was assumed that at the end of cycle one, four fuel assemblies,

which were not planned to be discharged, failed and required replace-

ment. This would require one additional new assembly to be charged

in a one-quarter core. The failed fuel assemblies were presumed to

be those with the highest exposure among those elements which were

not planned to be discharged. Figure 7-9 illustrates the initial and

converged loading patterns from SHUFLE. It is noted that the peak

radial power for this cycle was 1.35, which is quite good considering

the amount of fresh fuel necessarily loaded. Figure 7-10 illustrates

the same situation except it was presumed eight assemblies failed and

two additional fresh assemblies per one-quarter core were charged at

the beginning of the cycle. This meant 17 fresh assemblies were

charged instead of the usual 15 per one-quarter core. Again, SHUFLE

arranged the fuel to achieve a peak radial power throughout the cycle

life not to exceed 1.35. These two illustrations clearly indicate

SHUFLE is capable of finding very accepta,ble loading patterns even

for a non-equilibrium cycle situation.
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VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Nuclear fuel management is a vital aspect of economic nuclear

power. Because of the large amount of money involved in nuclear fuel

management it is vital that the nuclear fuel manager have available

the information and tools to optimize power costs for a reactor.

Linear relationships are available in Chapter II which help the fuel

manager estimate the effects of various out-of-core management

decisions to optimize cost and burnup. The most important economic

parameters are cost of U308' cost of separative work and cost of

money.

Optimization of the loading pattern to minimize the power peak-

ing factor is an important factor to in-core fuel management. An

optimum loading is important from an economic aspect since it allows

operation at the highest possible power density and still be within safe

MCHFR or DNBR limits. High power densities reduce both capital and

fuel cycle costs.

Program SHUFLE was developed to predict loading patterns

which have minimum radial power peaking factors. The results of

Chapter VII indicate that SHUFLE is capable of shuffling the fuel to

produce good radial power peaking factors for initial reactor cores,

equilibrium cycles and non-equilibrium cycles.

The key factors in the shuffling logic which enable SHUFLE to do

this are:
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1. Independent logic is used to shuffle the highly reactive

fuel and the lower reactive fuel.

2. The shuffling logic is different for each of three zones

within the core. In addition, the innermost zone is sub-

divided into even and odd parity positions for shuffling

purposes.

3. Fuel shuffling is constructed so that the least reactive fuel

is always placed on all four faces of all highly reactive fuel

which is not on the periphery of the core.

SHUFLE utilizes course mesh 1.5 group diffusion theory to

accurately predict the relative power of each fuel assembly. This

method requires very little computer time per power calculation and

allows SHUFLE to converge to a loading with a minimum radial power

peaking factor in less than one minute of computer time on the UNIVAC

1108. Because of this, SHUFLE can be used by the nuclear fuel

manager to inexpensively scope a series of cycle loading patterns or

simply to predict the loading pattern which will produce the minimum

radial power peaking factor for the subsequent cycle. One of the

advantages of SHUFLE is its comparative ease of operation thus

enabling the fuel manager to quickly decide on a new fuel loading

pattern when fuel failures may dictate changing the proposed equilib-

rium loading pattern.

The shuffling logic used by SHUFLE to determine the shuffle
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before each new power iteration was developed through observations

of what would improve power peaking for a given situation. Obviously

the rules are not exhaustive and further study may enable expansion

of the rules to give improved loadings.

The study was limited to pressurized water reactors with

uniform control throughout the core. Boiling water reactors have many

more fuel elements than pressurized water reactors and insert control

in discrete rods. Extension of the shuffling logic to boiling water

reactors is obviously an area for further study. Another area for

study is to expand the objective function so that it includes more

parameters than just minimizing the radial power peaking factor. As

an example, any loading pattern must be capable of meeting cold

shutdown requirements throughout the cycle or regardless of the power

peaking factor, it will be unacceptable. Further study may include

program shuffling logic which minimizes the radial power peaking,

while insuring satisfying cold shutdown requirements. Another area

of investigation is loadings which minimize the probability of fuel

failure throughout the cycle. This would require considerable data

correlating exposure, power density and fuel failure rates. If this

were available, it would be possible to develop shuffling logic which

loaded the fuel to satisfy operating constraints while minimizing the

probability of fuel failure.
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APPENDIX A

ISOBURN

To conduct a survey of the economics of fuel management,

isotopic concentrations of U-235, U-236, U-238, Pu-239, Pu-240,

Pu-241, and Pu-242 are necessary for a wide range of initial enrich-

ments of uranium oxide fuel. The isotopics for these heavy metals

and the infinite reactivity values were calculated for the study in

Chapter II by program ISOBURN. It was found necessary to develop

this program on the 0S3 system here at Oregon State University for

two reasons. First, most programs that calculate isotopics were

either too large for the 0S3 computer system or would require a great

deal of conversion to put on the 053 system or both. Second, since the

program may need to be run quite often, a fast, easy to operate

program would be helpful.

ISOBURN is a zero dimensional burnup code which uses fourth

order Runge-Kuta to integrate the basic equation

dN.

where

dt a- N. c + cr N. X. N.
a. c.

1 1-1

= number density

absorption cross section

o-c = capture cross section

= decay constant
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14) = flux

the heavy metal isotope in the chain

U-235, U-236, U-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Pu-242

Cross sections were obtained from ALTHAEA which yields one

group self shielded Wescott cross sections. These were incorporated

into the program as a series of tables for several enrichments and

for burnup from 0 to 40,000 MWD/MT. The cross sections for

enrichments not listed in the tables were obtained by linear interpola-

tion. Number densities are calculated within the program and are a

function of the density and enrichment of the fuel, which are input

parameters.

The one group flux is obtained from the equation

where

=
Power density

energy yield per fission

200 mev /fission for U-235, U-236, Pu-240, Pu-242

208 mev/fission for Pu-239

210 mev/fission for Pu-241

(A-1)

The infinite reactivity, k , is calculated in the usual manner
00

for a one group equation
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f. N.
1

+ N. + E (all other)
a. a
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(A-2)

Ea (other) is the absorption term for all other elements in the

cell. ISOBURN breaks this down into three categories: fission

products, non fuel lattice and two higher order isotopes (i. e. , Np

and Pu238
. The fission product absorption cross section was inter-

237

polated as a function of burnup from a polynomial fit of a three pseudo

fission product model plus Xe 135 sm151 and Sm 149. This

method is also used in ALTHAEA and described in ANL-5800 (ANL,

1963). The non fuel absorption cross section is fitted to a first order

Taylor series as a function of enrichment and held constant throughout

the burnup since it is not highly burnup dependent. For the OCONEE

fuel

E .040 + (w/o U-235 3.0) .0014 (A -3)
aNF

The absorption cross sections for Np-237 and Pu-238 were obtained

by analytically approximating the number densities from the calculated

number density of U 236
. The cross sections were obtained from

ALTHAEA. It was found that these higher order isotopes were

necessary to include if k were to accurately fit more sophisticated
oo

reactivity calculations. Errors of about 8 mk resulted at burnups of

about 30,000 and 10 mk at 40,000 MWD/MT if these were not included.
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Am 151 and Am 153 are also included in many burnup codes, but were

not in ISOBURN since the contribution to k is negligible up to about
oo

40,000 MWD/MT.

After the first time step in the burnup, equilibrium values of

135 149Xe , Sm and Sm151 were included by the equations

E
aXe135

Ea
Sna149

a
Sm151

X
o-,

1

cl )

o a
A-4)

+
135 a

135
4. Xe135

Pm. 6f, f.
N. (A-5)

1 1

Ni (A-6)
Sm. f.

and the values used are listed in Table A-1.

All cross sections were obtained from ALTHAEA and the other

parameters are listed as a function of isotope in Table A-1.

The only remaining parameter in equation A-2, v., was

calculated by weighting four group y's from ALTHAEA by the number

of fissions in each group and assuming the number of fissions per

group was relatively constant throughout the burn cycle. Since the

energy spectrum does not change markedly with burnup and the v

values are not rapidly varying with burnup, this is a relatively good

assumption. The values of vi are listed in Table A-1.
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Table A-1. Parameter values used by ISOBURN.

Isotope Parameter Value Reference

U-235, U-236 YY i Xe
.062 ANL 5800

U-238 .060

Pu-239, Pu-241 .061

Pu-240, Pu-242 .061

Xe-135 2.09 x
10-5 sec LAMARSH (1966)

U-235 'V Pm
.013 ANL 5800

U-236 .023

U-238 .023

Pu-240 .023

Pu-242 .023

Pu-239, Pu-241 .0189 LAMARSH

U-235 Y Sm
. 005 ANL 5800

Pu-240, Pu-242 .014

Pu-241, Pu-239 .0117

U-235 v. 2.432 ANL 5800 ALTHAEA
Leff

U-236 2 .771

U-238 2.815

Pu-239 2.873

Pu-240 3.079

Pu-241 3.031

Pu-242 3.093 rr



k =
00

a. axe135
1

a
1

Cr N. + + Ea + Ea E (other FP)

Sm149 Sm 151
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Equation A-2 may now be expressed in more detail

v. cr N.
1 i

+ Ea + E + E
Np137

a apa238 NF

This equation coupled with the isotopic calculations yielded reactivities

which did not differ from ALTHAEA by more than 2 mk out to 40,000

MWD /MT. Isotopics matched those of ALTHAEA within less than

one percent at all enrichments and burnups. Based on this, ISOBURN

was considered capable of being used as a very fast calculational tool

to predict isotopics and k for all the studies conducted in this thesis.
00
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APPENDIX B

LISTING AND INPUT INSTRUCTIONS FOR
PROGRAM SHUFLE

Program SHUFLE has the capability of burning, shuffling to a

minimum radial power peaking ratio or simply calculating the two

dimensional radial power distribution of a one-quarter core PWR or

any combination of these three. As the program is presented only

problems which have half nodes on the reflected boundaries can be

solved. With only slight modifications to subroutine RELPOW full

nodes can be treated on these reflecting boundaries. Slight modifica-

tions to the shuffling logic would also be required, but, since PWR's

always have the center line symmetry bisecting a fuel assembly, this

option was not incorporated in the logic.

SHUFLE is very easy to set up and can be run with five types of

cards: two control cards, fuel type cards, fuel exposure cards and

burnup control cards. When preparing the input cards, Figure B-1

will be useful to illustrate the nomenclature used by SHUFLE.



r
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1

4

5 1

NX =6 I

4 5 6

r

Symmetry
Boundary

Core-reflector
Boundary

Figure B-1. One-quarter core x, y geometry problem solved by
SHUFLE.

Input Instructions for SHUFLE

Card type Variable Columns Remarks

Format
(13A6)
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1 -78 Any description to identify the

run may be printed on this card.

Card must be repeated far each

case.

Control Card 1

Format NX 1-5 Number of nodes in the J direc-
(16 15) tion of Figure B-1

NY 6-10 Number of nodes in the I direc-

tion of Figure B-1

NCH 11-15 Controls which option program

should run initially. The options
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for NCH are as follows:
NCH = 1 A new case is initiated.

= 2 Old fluxes used and
iteration continues.
This is used when print
out is desired then con-
vergence continued on

same problem.
= 3 Exposed fuel shuffled

to minimize radial
power peaking ratio.

= 4 New and old fuel shuf-

fled to minimize radial
power peaking ratio

= 5 Burnup of fuel by
exposure increment
indicated on burnup

card.
6 End of run.

MAXFT 16-20 Number of fuel types for this case.

MAXI 21 25 Maximum number of inner itera-

tions in power calculation.
Recommended value = 10.

MAX() 26 30 Maximum number of outer itera-

tions in power calculation.
Recommended value 75 to 100.

MAXIT 31-35 Maximum number of shuffling

iterations. MAXIT puts upper
limit on the number of shuffles
performed in a case if a very
difficult problem occurs.
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Recommended value 75 to 100.

Most normal loadings will con-

verge in less than 50 iterations.

NPOLY 36-40 If polynomial cross sections are
to be used NPOLY = 1, If cross

sections input on cards NPOLY

0.

Control
card 2 SIZE 1-10 Size of normal node in the x and

y direction.

Format
(8E10,0) TESTIN 11-20 Converging criteria on inner

iterations. Recommended value

10-4.

TESTOUT 21-30 Convergence criteria on outer

iterations. Recommended value

10-6.

AA(1) 31-40 Averaging factor in fast group.

Range 0 to 1.0. Recommended

value 0.3.

AA(2) 41-50 Averaging factor in thermal

group. Range 0 to 1.0.

Recommended value 0.7.

ALPHA 51-60 Overrelaxation factor. Range

1.0 to 1.9. Recommended value

1.7. Set = 1.0 for no effect.

TFUEL 61-70 Total fuel nodes in one-quarter
core. As example TFUEL for

Figure B-1 = 14.25.

Fuel type
cards ITYPE

(I, J)
NY number of these cards are
required with NX number of



Format
(10I3)

Fuel cross
section cards
Format
(7E10. 0)
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values on each card. Simply

place the designated fuel types on
the cards as they are arranged in
the one-quarter core. The water

nodes in the reflector region must

have fuel type MAXFT + 1.

If NPOLY7--0, MAXFT + 1 number

of these cards are required, if
NPOLY = 1 none are required.
Cards must be in order of increas-
ing fuel type with the values for
the reflector on the last of these

type cards. Each card must con-

tain in order the following values

for a particular fuel type:
La , La , vLf vEf Is(1 2),

1 2 1 2

D1, Dz.

Fuel EX(I, J) If NPOLY = 0 none of these type
Exposure
cards

cards are required. If NPOLY =

Format 1, NY number of these cards are
(10F8.3) required with NX number of

exposure values in GWD/MT on

each card. Arrange as fuel
exposure of each assembly appear

in the one-quarter core.

If NCH = 5 on any control card, burnup cards are required.
Burnup NCH 1-5 Put a 5 in this position on each
control
cards

burnup card

Format BURN 6-15 Input incremental burnup in units
(I5, F10.0) of GWD/MT
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Input as many burnup cards as desired.
Control
card NCH 1-5 This card can be inserted at any

point after the exposure cards and
will direct the path the program
takes according to the value of
NCH discussed on first control

card.



ELT CAROS,147206124 37450 112

000001 C ** ALTMOVE DECIDES MOVES OF FUEL WHEN PEACTIV!TY ARE SAME * ** ALT 1

100002 C ALT 2
000003 SUBROUTINE ALTH3v ALT 3
000004 COMMON/ALL/4X,NY,NX-M1INYMliNCHtSAVE(11//0)0EX(10110),ITYPEti0,10, ALT 4

000005 1 i RE(10,10),MAXFT ALT 5

00006 commoN/LnGici Exstin410),stiv(ip,11), IMXIJMX,IMNJMN,LIMXILJMX ALT 6
000007 141MOVE,JMOVE,IMXL,OXL4PMAXPMINOAXITOSER,NPOLY,PMAXLIRES(100.0)ALT 7

000006 IF (IMX,TIMOVE) 110,i00,150 ALT 8
000009 100 IF (JMX^J10VE) 130,150,150 ALT 9
0000/0 110 JMOVE=JMOVE.,1 ALT .0

000011 IF (ITYPE(140VE+1,JMOVE),EQ,MAXFT) GO TO 120 ALT il
000012 IF (ITYPE(IMOVE$JMOVE+1),NE,MAXFTI 30 TO 150 ALT l.2

000013 120 JMOVEtUMOVE41 ALT 13
000014 IMOVE=1MOVE*1 ALT :01

000015 00 TO 150 ALT 15
00Q016 130 IMOVEmIMOVE,1 ALT 16
000017 IF (ITYPE(IMOVE+1,JMOVE),EDIMAXFT) GO TO 140

.
ALT 17

000018 IF ( iTYPE(IMOVE,JMOVE+1),NE,MAXFT) 00 TM 150 ALT it
000019 140 IMOVE=IMOVE41 ALT 19
000020 jmOVE=JMOVE111 ALT 20
000021 150 CONTINUE ALT 4
000022 PRINT 160
000023 PRINT 170, IMXIJMX,EXCIMX,JMX/PRECI4X JMX),IMOVE,4110VE,EXCIMOVEIJM:g :1
000024 iOVE/0RE(I4OVE,) MOVE)
000025 RETURN

ALT

ii000026 C
000027 160 FORMAT ('OEXCRA4GE THE FOLLOWING TWO FUEL ELEMENTS1/1 1 J EXPALT 27
-000026 10SURE KmINF/) ALT 28
000029 170 FORMAT (213or11,3pF9,39/o2i3,F1 1,3,F943d)

2g000030 END 30,

3, PCH f,3

ENO CUR



000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000004
000009
000010
000011
0000.2
000013
000014
0 -00015

006016
000017
000018
0pp019
000020
000021
000022
000023
000024

000025
000026
000027
000028
000029
000030
006031,
000032
000033
000034
000035
000036
000037
006038
000039

ELT CAROS,117206120 37508 t12

C *** CSCALC CALCULATES CROSS SECTI(MS 1010 Cf(Ifj) THRU it****** CSC
C *** C4(ItJ) TO CALCULATE THE RELATIVE POWER FOR EACH NODE **** CSC
C. CSC

SUBROUTINE CSCALC CSC
COMMON/ALL/NXINY,NXMloNVMitNCH0SAVE(100,0)1EX(1O,10),ITYPE(1Ut10) CSC

i , RE(1(J,10),10(FT CSC
commiNucLER/sycA2(1011.0)0sIcFNu(lQ,10,2)#slcs12(10,1.0) CSC

T(10110)(10t10,2),C1C11,10)/C21101i:0),C3(1.0,10) CSCi tSIGFN 0
2 tC4(10$10).C5(10,10).SIOTRW(2),AA(2).CC(2)
3 sAREAtSIZE.MAXOtMAXItTESTOT,TESTIN.ALFMA,TFUEL

CSC
CSC

4 ,S1GA(20),SIOFN(2,10),SIOS(10)0N2,10) psc0.
PommoN/LoGici Exs(&m,10),s4v(0,11), itly,Jmx,m0JmNpom0L.Imx CSC
1tIMOVE,JMOVEtIMXLDJMXLtPMAX$PMINtIAXITINSERoNPOLYIPMAX0RES(10,10)CSC
DIMENSION SIGA1<10t10) CSC
EQUIVALENCE (C5(1)SIGA1(1)) CSC
00 130 I ;1, NY CSC
DO 130 jal#IX CSC
IF (NPOLYtElt0) GO TO 110 CSC

p CSC
C

C *** POLVNOMIA.. FITS FOR 3,0 W/O ENR OCONEE FUEL ********f****** C:
C *** THESE 3tATA MAY BE CHANGED FOR ANY ENR OR REACTOR ***cite*** CSC
C CSC

IF (iTYPE(1.4)EQ,MAXFT) GO TO 1017 CSC
EX2tiEX(IoJ)*EK(I0J) CSC
EX3mEX(I,J)*Eg2 CSC
SIGA1(1.J)P9,146707E4.34.1,04497E..4*EX(I,J),41404668E6*EX2 CSC
SI6A2(144)2,02856E142.1.1470325Ew3*EX(10J).1.,63946ER4*EX2 CSC

i 4. 2.4044E.406*EX3,2,0861.E*08*EX2ftEX2 CSC
sivNu(1,411.)=6,37457E.3-6,39s80E,5*Excl,J)*3,somm7 *Ex2
SIGFNU(I#J.2)=1,34652E"141.0.543E..3*EXtio.1),4942979-Ett05*EX2

1 + 1116582E4,06*EX3 CSC
SIGS12( It4)*1,61251Er'2"2,8721E"5*EX ( 114 )+4198788E.7*EX2 CSC
NI,J,2):3,9735E..1.1,09606E.43*EX(D ))+317816SEnB*EX2 CSC
1 -4,2559E,o7aEx3 CSC
N JIst1)=1,4464442,(1386E.4341EX(10J) CSC
GO TO 120 CSC

100 D(11,1#1)111,561 CSC
D(IeJt2)2431128 CSC

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8
9

1
11
.2
13
t4
15
61

17
id
19

C;i!

22
23
24
25
26
27
28

i9C1).
32
33
34
35
16
37
38
39

w
°



000040 SICA1(I,J)=4,34Er4
SIGA2(1.J)08081SE73000041

CSC
1(3).

000042 SIGFNU(I.J#1)=0, CSC 42

000043 SIGFNU(I#J.2)i0.
000044 .SIGS12(I#J)8033002

GO TO 120000045

CSC

::
CSC 44

000046 C CSC 46

000047 C CROSS SE:TION VALUES WHEN READ P ON CROSS SECT CARDS CSC 47

000046 C

000049 11,0 N=EX(IIJ)+,01
CSC

::000050 SIGA1(I1J)=SI0A(1,N)
CSC 49

SIGA2(1,J)FSI3A(2,N) CSC

!!

000051
000052 STGFNU(140.):SIGFNI1IN)
000053 SIGFNU(IrJe2)ASIGFNI2oN)
000054 SIGS12(104)*SIGS(N)
000055 O(I-0,141):DW1AN)

CSC 54

000056 D(I0J#2)01D(2.0) CSC 56

000057 C
000058 C TWO GROU) REACTIVITY CALCULATION WITH ZERO BUCKLING M 7:8000059C

******
CSC

::000060 120 RE(1,J);(SIGF\IU(Ijo2)/SICA2(Itu)*SIOS12(Iij)+SIGFNU(I.J11.))
000061 1 /(SIS12(II4)* 4IGA1(1/J))
000062 C
000063 C NODAL VO.W1E WHTED CALC OF PARAMETERS FUR RELPOW ** ******

gi :t
CSC 63

000064 C CSC 64

000065 VOLgAREA CSC 65

000066 IF II.E0,1,0R,J,E0.0 VOL=AREA/2, CSC 66

000067 IF (I,EQo1oAN,,JoE04) VOL!AREA /4, CSC 67

000068 s1Giu(ro)0(srii1(riJ)411G512(1.0ivo(. CSC 68

000069 SI GFNUt I. JO, )iSICFN(JI I, bit 1 )40VOL CSC
;90000070 SIGFNU(10#2)16SIGFN0( /14,2)*voL

awn 130 s1GFNT(I#J)xsiii7Nu(1sJ10+sicFmw!1.1,2)*stcs12(14J)/sio2(i,J) Cu 71
000072 SIO'RW(1) 214/13.D(NY,NX,1))

;1000073 SrGTRW(2):14/(3.NNY,NX,2))
00Q074 .c2(1.0,01.1.1)o(i,20.)/cD(1,1,04,5.0(i.2.0) RE 4000075 c4(i,o,u(1,1,00(2,1.1.)/(0(1,1,0A+.500(2,1,0)
000076 DO 140 IO2)Y CSG

000077 C3(1,1):C4(7,1,1) ;;

00078 C4(It1)01)(1t1.1)*D(I+1,1o1)/(DII,141)*D(I*1'11,1)) CSC 78

00(1079 140 C2I1/1)*24 3(irioi)*0(1r1$1)/(D(I1101)*$5*0(Iaa1.)) CSC 79

000080 DO 150 JP24VX CSC SO



(Masi
000082
000083
000084
000085
000086
000087
000088
000089
000090
000091
000092
000093
000094
000095
000096
000097
006098
000099
000100
000101
000102

c1(1#J)c2(1pj,i)
C4( 1,J)=2,40(1,Jo.)0(2,J.1)/(0(1#4.1)+,5*0(2.J',1))

150 C2(1,J)=D(1,Jo1)*D(10J+1p1)/(0(1,JI1)+D(14J+1,1))
DO 160 J7.12,1X
DO 160 I=21VY
C3(11J)=C4(1...isJ)
C4(1,J)=200(toJ11)*U(141*J41)/4D(1),)+1)+D(t+Itjr1))
C1(7.,J)=C2(T0J-1)

160 C2(1rJ);12o*D(I,J81)0(liJ*1,1)/(11(1,J11)+Dti.J*2f1))
DO 170 11.11,NV
C2(1uNX)=)(!#1)61)*SIZE/(.5*SIZE+01/SIGTRW(t))

170 C1(11)=0,0
.

C2(1,NX):02(11NX)*2#
DO 180 4=14NX
C4(NY,J)40(YoJ,1)0SIZE/(,5*Si7E.$71/SIGTRW(1))

1P0 C3111J)g0,
C4(N*1)FC4(NY11)412.
DO 190 1 -1, NY
DO 190 ..P.11101X

190 C5(I.J)=SIGA1(lo...04.01(IfJ)+02(1.J)4. 3(1sj).C4( ,4)
RETURN
END

3, PCH 1,3

END CUR

CSC 81
CSC 82
CSC 83
CSC 84
CSC 85
CSC 86
CSC 87

T0889

g2 ;'13

CSC 92
CSC 93
CSC 94
CSC 95
COC 96
CSC 97
CSC 96
CSC 99
CSC 100
vitc 101
CSC 102"



ELT

000001
000002
000003
000004
000005

C.:AR(.)5,1,720612f 37665 '12

C *** r)IM;MN C&Ln S MIN RELATIVE POWER OF SAME D!AG TYPE ******* OMN
C DMN

SUBROUTINE DIAGMN DMN
COMMON/ALL/NXINIYOXMlaNYM1/NCH,SAVE(10110),EX(10/10)1ITYPE(10,10) DMN

1 0 RE(10,10),IAXFT DMN

1

2
.3
4

5

000006 COMMON/LOGIO/ EXS(10110),SAV(10,10), IMX#JMX,IMNpUMNpLIMXpLUMX OMN 6

000007 1,IMOVE,OM0VEAMXL,JMXL,PMAX,PMINOAKIT,NSER,NPOLY,PMAXL,RES(10, 0)0MN 7
000008 100 MODD=1 DMN 8
000009 IFJ=LIMX+LJMX OMN ,.,9

00000 112(IPU/2)*2 DMN 10
000011 IF (IPUIE/$1I) MODD=0 DMN 11
000012 NY,M2=NXm2 OMN 12
00001.3 NYM2=NY,2 QMN 1.3

000014 110 PMNO:101 QMN 14
000015 DO 170 121,042 OMN 15
000016 DC) 170 40110X12 DMN 16
000017 IF (RE(1,J),GE,RE(LIMXtLUMX)) GO TO 170 QMN 17
000018 IPJ=I+J DMN 18
000019 IF (IPJ^10) 1201130,13Q DMN 19
000020 120 L000=1 DMN 20
000021 Ilm(IPJ/2)*? DMN 21
000022 IF (IPJ,L1,1I) LUDD=0 QMN 22
000023 IF CLODD,NEoMODO1 GO TO 170 0MN 23
000024 130 IF (ITYPE(I+1,J).EQ$MAXFT) GO TO 170 QMN 24
000025 IF (ITYPE(ItJ*1),E0eMAXFT) GO TO 170 OMN 25
000026 IF (I.EG,1,AN),J.E0.1) GO TO 170 DMN 26
000027 IF (SAVE(I,J),E1,0.) GO TO 170 OMN 27
000028 IF CSAVE(loAwBAVE(LIMXILJMX)) 150,150,140 DMN 28
000029 140 REPP=REiI,J)+/095 DMN 29
000030 IF (REPP,LEIRE(,IMX,LJMX)) GO TO 170 DMN 30
000031 150 IF (SAVE(1,4),,,PIND) 160.160,170 ()MN 31
000032 160 PMNORSAVOIIJ) DMN 32
000033 IMN=I DMN 33
000034 JMN=J OMN 34
000035 170 CONTINUE OMN 35
000036 IF (PMND.E0,10,) GO TO 220 OMN 36
000057 PRINT 250 DMN 37
000038 PRINT 260, 6I1X/LJMY/EX( LIMOLUMX)0E(LIMXLUMX),IMN,JMN, DMN '8
000039 1 EX(IMN,J1N),RE(IMW,OMN) QMN 39



00Q040
000041
, ,

IF (IMN.E1.)MNL.AND,JmNIE0,IMNL) GO TO 180
GO TO 200 g 414(141

000042 130 IF (IMX0LOgiMxL.AND.JMX.EO.JMXL) GO TO 190 DMN 42

000043 GO TO 200 QMN 43
000044 190 PMNOL=ABs(PIN)L,,PMND) DMN 44

000045 IF (PMNOL,GT.,004) n0 TO 200 DMN 45

000046 PRINT 270 DMN 46

000047 SAVE(IMN,JW0x0, OMN 47

000040 CALL SAVEXP (SAVE,SAV) OMN 48

000049 GO TO 110 DMN 49

000050 200 IMNLFIMN QMN SO
000051 .01NOJMN OMN Si

000052 PMNOL=PMND DMN 52

000053 210 RETURN DMN 53
000054 220 IF (SAVE(1.11X.LJMX),E00.) GO TO 40 DMN 54

000055 PRINT 280 DMN 55
000056 SAVE(LIMX,LJNX)=01 DMN 56
000057 23U CALL LOCMAX DMN 57

000056 GO TO 100 DMN 58
000059 240 NSER=NSER+1 DMN 59

000060 IF CNSER.GT.21 Su TO 210 DMN 60
000061 PRINT 290 OMN 61
0001)62 GO TO 230 DMN 62

000063 C DMN 63
000064 250 FORMAT ('OEXCAA1GE THE FOLLOWING TWO FUEL ELEMENTS,/' I J EXPOMN 64

000065 10SURE K,INF') OMN 65

000066 260 FORMAT (213,F11,3,F9,3t/r2I3sF11p3iF9p3i/) DMN 66

00Q067 270 FORMAT (10THIS IS SAME MOVE AS LAST TIME. GO TO NEXT MOVE') DMN 67
000064 230 FORMAT ("ON1 ELEMENTS OF THIS TYPE 4I7H.11ORE EXPOSURErTHAT HAVE NODMN 68

000069 IT BEEN TRIE),) DmN 69
000070 290 FORMAT (10EXPAND LOCAL MAX AREA BY 1 AND CONTINUE') DMN 70

000071 END OMN 71*

3, PCH 1,3

END CUR



(16 ELT CARDS,147206121 37665 112

000001 C 0.41.4t LOCMAX CALLS LOCAL MAX REL POWER I AREA OF MAX POWER **** LMX 1
000002 C LMX 2
000003 SUBROUTINE LO1MAX LMX 3
000004 COMMON/ALL/MX,NY,NXM1,NYM1pNcHoSAVE(1U+10),EX(10/10)IITYPE(10810) LMX 4
000005 1 . RE(10,10),14XFT LMX 5
000006 COMMON/LOGE./ EXS(10;10),SAV(10$10), IMX.JMXIIMNIJMN,LIMX0LUMX LMX 6
000007 itIMOVEIJMOVE,IMXLJMXL0PMAX,PMIN,MOIToNSEW,NPOLY0PMAXLIRES(10#10)LMX 7
000008 LLI=IMX.,NSIR LMX 8

LMX
i:

0011009
0000/0

LL4=JMX-,NSER
LI=I1X+NSER

000011 LJATUMX*NSER LMX 11
000012 DO 100 Im1pASER LMX 12
000013 IF (LLI.LEO) LLI:LLI+1 LMX 13
000014 100 IF (LLJILE,1) LLJ :LLJ +1

LMX 11000015 PMXLOCiDe
000016 DO 130 I=LLI0.I
000017 DO 130 J2LLJ*....j
00001:8 IF (ITYPE(I*11J)EQ,MAXFT) GO TO 130

LMX
11

LMX /8
000019 IF (ITYPE(I,J*1).E0IMAXFT) GO TO 130 LMX g000020 IF (I,Eo,cmx,AN,J,t0,Jmx) GO TO 130
000021 IF (NPOLT.EG,I) GO TO 110 LMX

;2000022 IF (EX(I.J),LT,1,0) GO TO 130 L
000023 110 IF (SAVE(I,J).PMXL0C) 1301304120 LMX 23
000024 120 PMXLOC=SAVE(IIJ)
000025

LMX

::
LMX 25LIMX=I

LMX 27

000026 LUMXLIJ
000027 130 CONTINUE
000028 PRINT 140# PMXL0CoLiMX/LJMXiEXCLIMXILJMX)NRECLIMX#4.1MX) LMX 28
600029 RETURN
600030 C .

60031 140 FORMAT t'OLOCAL MAX PWR OF',F613p/ AT',212,I WITH EXPOSURE/oF8,3,/ ii
000032 1 AND KwINF 074IF6.3) LMX 32
000033 END LMX 33,0,

3. PCH 1,3

END CUR



000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
000012
000013
000014
000015
000016
000017
000018
0000/9
000020
000021 100 PMINaSAVE(I,J) LMN

Pi.1000022 IMNI
000023 JMN4J LMN 23

000024 110 CONTINUE LMN 24

000025 PRINT 120
i000026 PRINT 130, PMAX$RE(IMXIJMX)rEX( IMX,JMX)IIMX.JMX'sPMIN,RE(IMN'eJMN) LMN ;:

000027 2 tEXIIMNrJWO,IINtjMN LMN 27
000028 RETURN
000029 C
000030 120 FORMAT 4'0 REL POWER K*INF EXPOSURE I J')

LMN 28

.

000031 130 FEOrAT (' M4X',F12,3,2F9.3.4X,2I38/1 LOCAL MINI,F6,3,7F923,4X.223g i9(1.

LMN 32*000032

ELT CARDSr1,720612, 37700 o12

C ?, *** LOCMIN GALLS LOCAL MIN POWER I`4 AREA OF MAX POWER ******** LMN
C LMN

SUBROUTINE LO MIN LMN
COMMON/ALLPOINY,NXM1,NYM1,NCH,SAVE(10,10),EX(10,10),ITYPE(10,10) LMN

i r RE(10,10,1AXFT LMN
COMMON/LOGIV EXS(10,10),SAV410,10), IMX,JMX,IMN,JMN,LIMX*4JMX LMN
itIMOVE,JMOVEIIIXL.JMXL,PMAX,PMINrMAXIToNSER,NPOLY,PMAXLIRES(10.10)LMN
LLIIIMX*2 LMN
LLJpJmx,,2 LMN
LI=I0X+2 LMN
LJ;JMX*2
IF (IMX.LT*3) LLI=1 LMN
IF (IMX,GT,6) LIg8 LMN
IF (JMX,LT,3) LLJ=1 LMN
IF (JMX,GT.6) L.Q8 LMN
PMIN=1000,
DO 110 ISLLI,_I

LMN

DO 110 J'ILLJr-..J
LMN

IF fGAVE(I,J),E1,0) GO TO 110.
LMN

IF (SAVE(IrJ).,PI/N) 100,110,110 LMN

1

2
3
4

5

6

7

8

_9

ii
13
41

15
46
17

1:
?()

3, PCH 1,3

END CUR



0 ELT C4RDS110720612, 377.51. 112

000001 C ,rap SUBROJTTNE 'lAX TO CALL MAX ELEMENT IN SAVE ARRAY *********** MAX 1

000002 C MAX 2

000003 SUBROUTINE IAX MAX 3

000004 00MMON/ALL/NIX,NYrNXMl.NYM10CM,SAVE(11.10),EX(10,10),ITYPE(10,10) MAX 4

000005 1 RE(10,10) lAXFT MAX 5

000006 COMMON/OGIC/EXS(10r10)rSAV(10;10)sIMXMkrIMNJMN/LIMX,L4MX MAX 6

000007 irIMOVE.JMOVEriMXL,JHXL0PNAX,PMIN,1AXITiNSERNPOLYoPMAXLIREB(1011,10MAX 7

ootions PMAXPOr MAX 8

000009 DO 110 I=10Y11 MAX 9

poq0,0 DO 110 J=.101X11 MAX 10
IF (SAVE(IJ).PIAX) 1104110,100 MAX 11

00001.2 110 PMAX=SAVE(194) MAX 1.2

0000/3 INXFI MAX 13

000014 JMX0J MAX 14
oonoi5 110 CONTINUE MAX 15

clotic46 PRINT 12U. ?MAXJIMXI41X,EXCIMX,JMX)/RE(!MX.JMX) MAX /6
00001.7 RETURN MAX 17

00Q0/0 C MAX 16

000019 120 FORMAT (ti)MAX POWER OFIrF6r3,' AT'12I2r' WITH EXPOSURE'lF6,2,' ANOMAX 19
000020 K'INF OFirF613) MAX 20
000021 END MAX 21,

3, PCH ir3

END CUR



ELT CARDS,1020612, 37770

000001 C .*ese mOVUEC DECIDES WHAT ELEMENTS TO '10VE FOR SUBR SHAPE A *a** MDC 1

000002 C MDC 2

000003 SUBROUTINE monic MDC 3
000004 COMMON/ALL/UslY,NXMloNYM1iNCHrSAVE(10,10),EX(Ihr10),ITTPE(10.10) MDC 4

000'005 r RE(10,1-0)04XFT MDC 5

()Woe. COMMON/LOGIC/ EXS(10p10),SAV(10r10), IMX,JMX,IMN,JMN,LIMX,LJMX MDC 6

000007 111MOVErJMOVErrIXL1JMXL0PMAXIPMIN,MAXITOSER,NPOLYOPMAXLIRESC10010)MDC 7

000006 LouT=n MDC 8

000009 IRj:IMX+JIX MDC _9
00001.0 IF (IPJIGE19) LOUTPLOUTel MDC 10
000011 IPJ;IMN+JIN MDC Li
000012 IF (IPJ,L;E,9) LOUT;LOUTel MDC 12
00000 NOVEI=0 MDC 13
000014 MOVED " MDC i4
00p015 IF (IMX,GT,IMO MOWEI2ri MDC 1.5-

000016 IF (JMX,GT,)M4) MOVE*Jsgi MDC 16
000017 IF (IMX,LTrIMO MOVEIx1 MDC 17

tio6ois IF (jMXtLTIJM1) MOVEjx1 MDC 18,

000019 IF (LOUTEQ12) GO TO 130 MDC 19

000020 IF (IMX,,,IMN, 103,110p100 MDC 20
000021 100 IF (JMX.J4M) 130,120,130 MDC 21

000022 110 IF (JMX,GTOMV) MOvEU;w2 MDC 22
000023 IF (JMX,LT,JM4) MOVEU=2 MDC 23
000024 GO TO 130 MDC

:;000025 120 IF (IMXGTOM4) MOVE I: -2
000026 IF (IMX,LTIIM9) lOVEI:2 MDC 26
000027 130 IMOVE=IMX*MOVEI MDC 27

000024 JMOVE:JMX+MOVEj MDC 28
000029
000030

PRINT 140
PRINT 150f IMX,JMX,FX(IMX#JMX)IRL(74X#J1X),IMOVE,JMOVE

MDC
MDC

29
30

000031 1 1EX(IMOVE,JIOVE),RE(IMOVE.4MOVE) MDC 31
000032 RETURN MDC

000033 C MDC 33
000034 140 FORMAT (!0EXC4010E THE FOLLOWING TWO FUEL LLEMENTSW I j EXPMDC 34

000035 10SURL KRIV,) MDC 35

000036 150 FORMAT (2131F113FP,3,/,2I3F11.31F9I3./) MDC 36

000037 END MDC 37rs

3, PCH 1,3



0 ELT CARDSrlf720612, 37806 ,12

000001 C aa* SUBR MOV: MOVES FUEL ELEMENTS ANO EXPOSURES ************** MOV 1

P0600.2 c NOV 2

000E43 SUBROUTINE MOVE (11'sJJ,IP4)
000004

NOV 3

OOMMON/ALL/NXoNYoNXMloNYM1oNCH,SAVE(10,10);EX(1610),ITYPECiOr10) MOV 4

000005 i , RE(10,10)01AgFT
00006 TEMP=EX(II,JJ)

NOV 5
NOV 6

000007 ITEMPTY?E(IlJJ) MOV 7

000008 EX(II,4J)4EX(Ij) MOV 8

000009 ITYpE(II,JJ)4TrypE( ilJ) NOVMOV 9

000010 IF (I,1R,JE0.1) GO TO 100MO MOV 10
000011 IF (IIIE0,1,03,JJ.E0,1) GO TO 100 MOV 11
006012 Ex(IJ)=TEmP MOV 12
000013 ITYPE(I1J)=1TFM' MOV 13
0000i4 RETURN
000015 100 IF (1,E0.1140) ,II.E0,1) GO TO 120

NOV 14
MOV 15

000016 IF (J,EA.1,ANO.,1JE0,1) GO TO 120 MOV 16
1000017 IF (I,EQ,i.ANO,JJ,E011,) GO TO 120 NOV 7

0000.8 IF (II.E0,1,A1D,J,E0,1) GO TO 120 MOV 180W000019 IF (11,E0,11,eE0,1) 00 TO 110
000020 EX(APJ)aTEMP

NOV
V '..490

000021 EX(JoI)0TEM' MOV 21
000022 ITyPE(I$J):ITEm* MOV 22
000023 ITYPE(Jil);ITEM NOV 23
000024 RETURN MOV

;:0000025 110 EX(JJ1)=EX(ipj)
000026 Ex(i,j):TEMP MOV 26
000027 ITYPE(44.II)=ITYPE(I,J) MOV 27
000026 ITNTE(I1J)miTsm,
000029 RETURN
000030 120 EXCJJ,I/)gEX(JI)

NOV
29110

28

MOV 30
NOV 31000031 EX(I.J)gTEM

000032 EX(J,I);TEMP
000033 ITYPE(JJ,II)=ITYPEWO)
000034 ITYPE(it.P2ITE'Mp- NOV 34
000035 ITYPE(JoI):ITEM' NOVMOV 35
000036 RETURN036 NOV 36
000037 END MOV 37m

3, PCH i,3



0)

006061
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
000009
000010
000011
00001.2
000013

000014
000015
000016
000017
606018
00Q019
000020
600021

000023
000024
000025
000026
000027
000028
000029
000030
000031
000032
000033
000034
000035
000.036
000037
000038

ELT CARDS;1,720612t 37878

C ** RELPOW CALCULATES THE RELATIVE POWER FOR EACH NODE ********* POW
C ** USING A 1,5 GROUP COURSE MESH lIFFJSION THEORY MODEL ******* POW
C POW

SUBROUTINE '(F _POW POW
COMMON/ALL/NX,NY,NXM1,NYM1,NCH,SAVE(10,10),EXCl(1.,10),ITYPE(10, 0) POW

1 , RE(10,10,1AKFT POW
COMMON/NUCLER/SIGA2(10,10),SIGFNU(10,10,2)#SIO5t2(10.10) POW

:,,... ,sTGFNT( 1.0,10)ip(10,10,2),ciclo,10),c2(10,i0),63(10,10) POW
2 ,C4(10,11),C5f10,10),SIOTRW(2)0AA(2).00(2) POW
3 fAREAfSIZEDMAX00AXI#TESTOT,TESTIN$ALPHAITFOEL POW
4 ,SIGA(2,10),SIGFN(2,10)1SIGS(10).00(210) POW

C POW
C *** MINIMUM DIMENSIONS ON PHI SHOULD BE PHI(NY4-11NX,1,1) ******** POW
C POW

DIMENSION PHI(11,114),TF(10110);PHIA(10r1),B2(10,10).84(10110)POW
EOUIVALENCE (02(1),B2c1»,(64(1),96(1)) POW
CALL CSCALC POW
IF (NCH,E1,2) Go TO 130 POW
TLFISL408 POW
00 100 P4101\1'41 POW
00 100 J010)011

;gt!jiPHI(Is4,1);1.0
TF(I,J)zS/GFNT(IeJ) POW

100 TLFISLIITLFISL+TF(I,J) POW
DO 110 17,11'Y pow

110 PHI(NX$1,1)=0, POW
DO 120 1=100( POW

120 PHI(I,NY01)10.0 POW
EFFX;110 POW

130 PRINT 380 POW
PRINT 430 POW
DO 140 Irs101Y41 POW

140 PRINT 390, 1,(EX(I,J),J;1oNYM1) POW
PRINT 400 POW
ITOUT,i0 POW

C POW
C *** BEGINING OF INNER AND OUTER ITERATIONS ******************** POW
C POW
150 TLFIS:01

1

2
3
4

5

6
7

8

_9
10
il
1.2

13
14
15
16
17
1.8

19
20

0000224
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37

000039;:



000040 ITIN40 POW 40
000041 150 TESTI1=PHI(20.,1) POW 41
000042 TESTI2:PHI(2,71) POW 42
000043 TESTI3PPHI(7,2,1) POW 43
000044 TESTI4 :PHT(6,s,1) POW 44
000045 00 170 11,NY POW 45
000046 DO 170 )=1,NX POW 46
000047 170 PHI(I,Jol)m(Tr(I,J)*C3(1,J)*PHI(1.41,J,1)4.C4(I,J!*PHI(14.1tOg1) POW 47
000048 1 4. C1.(IJ)*311i(I,Jt411) + C2(IJ)*P.41(10J+111)) / C5(I,J) POW 48
000049 ITIN;ITIN1-1 POW 49
000050 IF (ITINGTIMAXI) GO TO 180 POW 50
oopol TESTI1;ABS((I(2,2,1)"TEST11)/PHIt2,211)) POW 51
000052 TESTI2*ABSC(P,II(27'1)*TESTI2)/PHIt2,710) POW 52
000053 TESTI3*ABS((P-41(7,2r1),,TESTI3)/PHI(712/1)) POW 53
000054 TESTI43 ABS(( P1/(6r6i1)*TEST14)/PHI(6,611,)) POW 54
000055 TESTI=AMAX1(TEST11,TESTI2,TESTI3,T45T14) pow

POW::000056 IF (TESTI,GT,TESTTN) GO TO 160
000057 C POW 57
000058 C *** CALCULATION OF EFFECTIVE K *******************************0 POW 58
000059 C POW 59
000060 180 DO 190 1=10'011 POW 60
p00061 DO 190 J:10X11 POW 61
000062 190 TLFIS=TLFTS+PqI(IJA1)*SIGFNT(110) POW 62
000063 RLAM=T4FIS/TLFISL POW 63
000064 EFFKAEFFK*RLAM POW 64
000065 TESTO=AB5((TLrISnTLFISL)/TLFIS) POW 65
000066 TLFISLATLFI5 POW 66
000067 ITOUT=ITojT*1 POW 67
000068 IF (ITOOTIE3t1) GO TO 210 POW 68
000069 C POW 69
006070. C *** ACCELE3ATION BY OVER RELAXATION 414***if***i***************11 POW 70

. 000071 C POW 71
000072 TFISOR=0, POW 72
000073 DO 200 II:1,Ny POW 73
000074 DO 200 J=1,4X POW 74
000075 SAVE(I04)=SAVE(I,J)+ALPHA*(PHI(IrJo1)95AVE(IJ), POW 75
000076 200 TFISOP:TFISOR4SAVE(I/J)*SIGFNT(IrJ) POW 76
000077 GO TO 230 POW 77
006078 210 TFISORsTLFIS POW 78
000079 DC) 220 I=1INY POW 79
000080 DO 220 Jm1rNX POW 80



000081
000082
000083
000084
000085
000086
006087
000088
000089
000090
000091
000092
000093
000094
000095
000096
000097
000098
000099
_ _

000100
0001.01
000102
000103
000104
000105
000106
000107

00408
000109
000110
000111
000112
000113
60014
000115
00016_

000117
000118
000119
000120
000121

220
230

240
C

C

C

250

260
C

C

C

270

20

290

310

SAVE(Io4)=PHICIj,11 POW
TEMP=TLFIS/TFISOR/EFFK POW
DO 240 Ialo'0( POW
DO 240 J1110,IX POW
TF(10J);s4vE(y,J)stGFNT(11J)*TEmp POW
SAVE(IpJ) aPI(I4J41). POW

POW
*** CHECK ClNYERGENCE AND PRINT OUT OF .ATA ******************* POW

POW
Im(ITOUT/3)a3a1 POW
IF (ITOUTpNEII) GO TO 250 POW
PRINT 410, ITOUTIITIN,EFFKIPHII1' ti).P1(4',4,1),T4Fis,TEsTo,PLAm pow
IF (ITOUT,GTIMAX0) GO TO 260 POW
IF (TESTO4GT$TESTOT) GO TO i5n POW
PRINT 4101 IT1UTrITIWEFFK4PHI(1,111)1PHI(4,4,1),TLFISITESTO,RLAM POW

POW
*** AVERAGINS "LUX OVER NODE USING INPUT AVGERING FACTORS **a** POW

ROW
DO 340 K=1,2 POW
DO 270 IllioNY POW
DO 270 4=1,NX POW
SAVE(I4U):P*4I(IejoK)*D(I,J4K) POW
52(1,1):(SAVE(1,1)+SAVE( 142)*45)/(D(11100,00(1424K)*45) POW
84(1,1):(SAVE(1o1)+SAVE(241)a,5)/(D(1114K).D(2t6K)*15) POW
PHIA(101;K)aAA(<)aPHL(14100+2,*CCIK)*(2,0PHI(14110+B2(141) POW

i + 84(1,1)) POW
DO 260 I=2PNY POW
52(1,1)=(SAVE(1p1)+SAVEII#2)*,5)/(D(I$1004,1(11?4K)*15) POW
S4(It1):(SAVE(I,1)*SAVE(I4,141))/(1(ItioK)+014,1,1/K)) POW
PHIAtIoloOlIA4(0*PHI( I414K)+2t*CC(<)*(PHI(1,14K)032(141) POW

1 + 84(1.,..1#1) 4, 34(1,1)) POW
DO 290 Jm2PNX POW
B2(1,J).;(sAvE(l,j)4sAvE(iej4,1))/(1(10J1K)+0.1,j+loo) POW
54(34J)=(SAVE(1/J)+( SAVE(24,)*.5)/(0(1444K).O(2eJ,K)*45) POW
PHIA(1,J4K):A4(<)*PHI(1oJoK)4,2,0C0(0()*(PHI(feJoK).B2(1441ai) POW

+1 b2(1441 + 34(1,J)) POW
DO 300 V424\1Y POW
DO 300 j=21'4X POW
82(!,4)*(SAVE(IsJ).*SAVE(/444,1))/(0(14400+DII.J*100) POW
B4(IJ);lSAVE(1J)+SAVE(I+1/J))/(/(14,J4K)+D(I+1'4J4K)) POW
PHIA(14J 00A4(<)*PHI( I4J4K)+2,aCC(.0*(82(/Jii+S2(I,J) POW

81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99

160
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
to
041
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121



00422
00423
000124
000125
000126
000127
000128
000129
000130
000131
000.132
000133
000134
000135
000136
000137
000138
000139
000140
000141
000142
000143
00444
000145
000146
000147
000148
000149
000150
000151
000152
000153
000154
000155
000156
000157
000156
000159
000160
000161
000162

310

320

330
340
C
C

c

350

360
37n

C
310

390
400

t + S4(11$4) * 34(1#J)) POW 122
DO 310 ImlflY POW 123
B2(IoNX)=(RAj(IPRX,10*1,42/SIGTRW(K) )/(1,42/SIGTRW(K)+SIZE) POW 124
PHIA(JoNXtK)=4A(K)*PHI(I,NX00+2.*CC(0*(02(INNX-1)*($2k!)NX) POW 125

1 + B4(I-taNX) + B4(ItNX))
PHIACIANX/K)744A(K)*PHI( ioNX4K)+2.*C(K)*(PHI(1INX8K)+B2(1iNX*1)

POW
141

1 + 82(1,Nx) + 34(1,4x)) POW 175
DO 320 J=10NX POW 129
B4( NY$J)*(PRI(NY,J00*1442/SIGTRW00)/(1,42/SIGTRW(K)+SIZE) POW 130
PHIA(NY8J00.1AACK)*PHI(NY#J00+2,*0C(0*(D2(NY,Jr,1)+82(NY*J) POW 131
i + B4(Ny31pJ) + B4(Ny,j))
pHIA(Nyol,K):41010*PH!(NY#11K)+20qc(K)*(pHi(Ns,1K)+82(Ny,i)
i + B4(gysio.) + 34(Nyo1))

POW

11:16

POW
1.;IF (K.E0,2) GO TO 340

DO 330 I=1,4Y
DO 330 421,NX POW 137
PRICI,J.2)*PHIA(Isuril)*SIGS12(I$J)/51042(I/J) POW 138
CONTINUE POW 139

POW 140
*** CALCJIJ,TION OF RELATIVE POWER FOR EACH RODE ************* POW 141

POW 142
TLFIS=0, POW 143
DO 310 Igi,NY POW

1,4DO 350 J*114X
EAVE(IrJ)=PRIA(I,Joi)*SIOFNU(I,J01)*PRIA(Itjr2)*SIGFNU(I,J#2) POW 146
TLFIS=TLFT3+SAVE(I#J)
PRINT 420
AVGFISIITLFIS/TFJEL
PRINT 430

POW

Iii

DO 370 I=1,041 POW 151
00 360 J*1,NX11 POW 152
SAvE(1,4)2sAvz(t"))/AvGFis POW
IF (I.E091,0R.J.E(ii) SAVE(IrJ)*SAVE(11.1)*2o

IliIF (I,E0,1,AN3.J.E0,1) SAVE(I44)*SAVE(isJ)*2. POW

PRINT 440, 1,(SAVE(Ird)s,A1sNXM1)
RETURN

POW ii!
FORMAT (1A1912X41 ******* THE FUEL EXPOSURE OR FUEL. TYPE OF LOA011(g 159

is IS * * * * * * *' /)
FORMAT (17.,2X,9 = /,2) POW 161
FORMAT WI ITOJT ITIN K*EFF PHI1(111) PHII(4,4) FISSIONS POW 162



000163 1 CONVERGE 1QE LAMBDA') POW 163
000164 410 FORMAT (215,Ft0,2F1114,E12,54E17,41F14,8) POW 164
000165 420 FORMAT. (//#10);,' *a*** RELATIVE RO4E FOR !aJ POSITION *****0/) POW 165
000166 430 FORMAT (7X,' t 2 3 4 5 6 7 8') POW 166

00(467 440 FORMAT (I21RX,971.3) POW 167
000168 END POW 168,1

3, PCH TO

ENO CUR



4 ELT CARDSol 720612, 37931 ot2

006001 C *** SURROOTI\IE TO SAVE ANY ARRAY r) CALL AT LATER DATE ******* SAV
000002 G SAV 2
000003 SUBROUTINE RAVEXP (SAVEISAV) SAV 3
000004 DIMENSION SAVE(10110),SAV(10,10) SAV 4

000005 DO 100 7=1,8 SAV 5

000006
000007
0000po

lno
DO 100 ,1741,4
sAvci,onsAvE(I,J)
RETURN

SAV
SAV
SAV

6

7
8

000009 END SAV

3. PCH 1,3

END CUR



ELT CARDS,10720612, 37991 '12

000001 r; *** SRL/FL A SAUFFLES HIGH REACTIVITY FUEL TO MINIMIZE ********* SHA 1

000002 C ** RADIAL PO4E1 PEAK ********* SHA 2
000003 G SHA 3

000004 SUbROUTINE SHJFLA SHA 4

000005 COMMON/ALL/NIX,NY/OXM10NYM1,NCH,SA'1E(10,10),EX(10,10),ITYPE(10$10) SHA 5

000006 1 , RE(10010),IAXFT SHA 6
000007 COMMON/LOGIC/ EXS(10,10),SAV(10010), IMX/JMX,IMN,JMN,LIMX,LJMX SHA 7

Wow) 1,1MOVE,JMOVE#IMXL,JMXL,PMAX,PMIN,MAXITOSERNPOLY,PMAXORES(10.10) SHA 8

000009
000010 1(0

IF (MTIME,GT$12) GO TO 320 SHA
ITNOL;xITNJC*1 .190

000011
006012

IF (ITNUC,GTI1AXIT) GO TO 320
CALL RELPOW

SHA
SHA

it

000013 CALL MAX SHA 13
000014 IF (PMAX,GERPIAXL) GO TO 110 SHA i4
000015 PRINT 330 SHA 15
000016 PMAXL=PMAX SHA 16
000017 IMXR=J1X SHA 17
000018 JMXR:IMX SHA 1.8

000019 NRECIP=0 SHA 19
000020 MTIM=E1 SHA 20
000021 MTPR=1 SHA 21
000022 GO TO 130 SHA 22
000023 110 IF (NRECIP,GT.0) GO TO 170 SHA 23
006024 IF (IMX,E1.IMXR,ANO,JMX,E0,JMXR) GO TO 120 SHA 24
000025 GO TO 17 0 SHA 25
000026 120 PRINT 340, aMtX SHA 26
000027 NRECIP;1 SHA 27
000628 TEMP=IMOVE SHA 28
000029 IMOVE=JMOVE SHA 29
000030 JMOVE=TEMP SHA 30
000031
000032

130 IF (ITYPE(IMX+1,JMX)*EQ,MAXFT) GO TO 140
V4:IF (ITYPE(11X,JMX+1),NE,MAXFT) GO TO 220 ;1

000033 140 PRINT 350, PMAX,IMX,JMX SHA 33
000034 SAVE(IOX,JMX);0. SHA 34
000035 1S0 CALL MAX SHA 35
000036 IF (IMX,L:4,1flAND,JMX,EU,1) GO TO 160 SHA 36
000037
000038 160

GO TO 130 SHA
(IX,JMX)=0,SAVE. M SHA

37
38

-1=',

cr,

606039 CALL SAVEXP (SAVE,SAV) SHA 39



000040
000041
000042
000043
000044
000045
000046
000047
000048
000049
000080
000051
000052
000053
000054
000055
000056
000057
000054
000059
00Q060
000061
000062
000063
000064
000065
000066
000067
000068
000069
000070
000071
000072
000073
000074
000075
000076
000077
000078
000079
000080

170

180

190

200

210

220

230

240

250

260

GO TO 150
PRINT 360, AX,PMAXL
CALL SAVEXP (3AV,SAVE)
CALL SAVEXP (RES,PE)
CALL. SAvEXP (SXS,EX)
CALL MAX
MTP4=MTPk+1
NRECIP=0
IF (NTPR,GT42) no TO 210
PMAXS=PMAX
sAvE(imx,x1x)x0,
CALL MAX
IF (PMAX,LTool.) GO TO 320
IF (ITYPE(IMX+1)JMOtEW,MAXFT) GO TO ton
IF (ITYPE(IMXoJ1X+1).NEIMAXFT) GO 7Y..) 200
pp/NT 350
GO TO 180
PMANS=ABS(P4AXSPMAX)
IF (PMAXSIGTte002) GO TO 230
GO TO 180
MTIME=MTI1F.+1
IF (MTIMEtUT,12) no TO 320
SAvE(!mNL.JmN=.0.,)

IF (NRECIPIEG,1) GO TO 310
CALL SAVEXP (REARES)
CALL. SAVEXP (SAVEISAV)
GALL SAVEXP (:X,EXFO
CALL LOCMTN
IF (HTPR.EU,2) SO TO 240
ImNL=IMN
JMNL=JMN
IF (HTIME.GT0t) GO .0 250
IF (PMIN.LTo1.1) Cu TO 250
PRINT 370
GO TU 180
CALI, MOVOEC
IF (RE(IMOVEPJIOVE)10(E(IMXIJMX)) 29,1t 60.260
IF (ITYPE(010+./E+1PJMUVE).E0,MAXFT, :,0 TO 280
IF (ITYPOP104E.JMOVE4,1).EG4MAXFT) 7i0 TO 280
Imx=imovE
JMX=JMOVE

VA A4(11

SHA 42
SHA

IAAA 44145
SHA 46
SHA 47
SHA 46
SHA 49
SHA 50
SHA

4
SHA 53
SHA 54
SHA 55
SHA 56
SHA 57
SHA 58

:IASHA 1g

:IAA

Al.

SHA 63
SHA 64
SHA 65
SHA 66
SHA 67
SHA 68
SHA 69
SHA 70
SHA 71
SHA 72
SHA 73

SHA
74

SHA 76
SHA 77
SHA 78
SHA 79
SHA Ao



SHA

H

000081 PmAX=SAVE(I4OVE.JM0vE)
000082 PRINT 380
000083 CALL LOCMIN
000084 CALL mOVDE
000085 IF (ITYPE(7moqE+1.JNOvE).E0.MAXI-T) ) ID 270

IF (ITYPE(110qE,JMOVE+1).NE.MAXFT) 10 TO 290 SHA 86
000087 270 PRINT 390 SHA 0
000088 CALL ALTMOV SHA 88
000089 IF( IMX .E1. !MOVE .AN0. JMX .E(2. jloqE )SAvEcImN.JMN)=0,
000090 IF (RE(IMOvE.JMOvE).tRE(IMX.JMX)) 29),260,260

SHA
8:;1

000091 210 PRINT 390
000092 SAVE(IMN.J04)=0.
000093 GO TO 230

290 IF (IMOVE,E.IMXL.AMD,JmOVE.E0.JNxL) GO TO 300
FAA i2

000094 SHA 93
000095 MxL=ImX095
000096 JN)(1...JMX

SHA
SHA ::

000097 Go TO 310 ;HA 96
006098 300 PRINT 400 SHA 97
000099 s4a(INN,J;1 1) :o.
000100 1:0 TO 220
000101 310 CALL MOVE (IMX.JMX.IMOVE.JMOVE)

GO TO 10U
FAA 1:0:0
SHA 101006102

000103 320 PRINT A10. 'MAX_ SHA 102
000104 RETURN SHA 103
000105 C SHA 104
000106 330 FoRmAT (/' ******************************************* 1/1 *** A SHA 105
006107 1NEW BEST LOAD!NS HtS BEEN FOUND ***1/' **************************sHA 106
000108 2****...************o ) SHA 107
000109 340 FORMAT (I MAX POWER OF',F7,3,' IN RECIPICAL PoSTION, MAKE RECIPRISHA 108
000110 ;CAL MOVE OF LAST SHUFFLE') SHA 109
000111 350 FORMAT (.0MAX POWER OFf.E6,3.0 AT PoSITION'1212,' IS ON THE BNDPY SHA 110
000112 1 '/' LOOK EaR PIE NEXT HIGHEST podER TO MOVE') SHA 111
000113 360 FoRNAT ('OP0W7R PEAK 0F0,F613,' (;4EATEk THAN PREV PEAK oF0,F6,3t,'SHA 112
000114 1 kEvERT To LAiT LOOING AND LOOK FOR \JEw MOVE')

310 FORMAT (,0p1I\I ST 1.1 LOOK FOR MOvE OF SECOND MAX')
SHA 11.3

:::

SHA 1140001i5
000116 3;;0 FORMAT ('OHlw;V=R KrRINF S ARE THE SAME. MOVE FUEL WHERE MAX WAS SHA 11.5
000117
00011.0

1To E3E PLACED')
390 FORMAT ('OHOWEV:R MOVE IS ON ROU(I)ARYI LOOK FoR NEW MOVE') SHA 117

000119 400 FORMAT ('OT4IS Ts RECIPRICAL oF LAST mOVE, TRY NEW MovE0)
A 11:000120410 FORMAT ('DSr,R:2Y ( (.AN NOT FIND A 3EITTER LOADING THAN THE ONE WHERESHA

006121 i MAX POWER;.F7,3,/,' PROCEED TO SJBoJTINE SHUFLB FOR DIFFERENT LOSHA 120

000122
2ff)

SHA 121
000123 SHA 122,

3. PCH 1.3

END CUR



ELT CARDSt1,72061Z, 3130** .12

noponi C ** HL'FL B S.1L)FFLES EXPOSED FUEL TO ',1 1MT7E ROTC_ POWER PEAK *
000002

riEsi

000003 SHB 3

000004 SUBROUTINE SHJF',,B 5MB 4

000005 COMMON/ALL/NXINY,MXMloNYM1tNcH,SAVE(ln ;10),EX(10,10),ITYPE(10,1(1) 5MB 5

000006 1 A RE(1010)14XFT SHE) 6

000007 CO1MCN/LOGIV EXS(10,10),SAV(10,17), IMX,JNYOMNIJMN,LIMXILjMX SHb 7

00000$ 'IMOVF0JPOVEOMXL,JMXL/PMAX,PMIN,mITeNSEPiNPVLYAPMAXL,RES(10, 0)SHB
000009 ITNUC=Os SH8 9

000010 PmAXL=PMAXL+111 SHB /0
=NIA 100 ITNUC=ITMJC+1 SHB 11
000012 IF (ITMUC,CT.0AYIT) GO TO 200 SHB 12
0000/3 CALL RELPOW 5H8 13
000014 CALL mAX SHB 14
000015 ITTIME=IITI4E+1 SMB /5
000016 IF (PMAXOEIPIAXL) GO TO 150 SHB /6
000017 PRINT 230 SHB /7
cjo.Cio.its PMAXL :PMAX SHB 98
000019 IMXL=INX SHii 19
000020 JMXL=JMX SHB 20
000021
000022

IITIME=0 SHB
CtLL SAVEXF (SAVE,SAV) 21

000023 CALL SAVLXP (EXIEYS) SHE; 23

000024 CALL SAVEXP k?E#RES) SHB 24
000025 CALL LOCMAX SHB 26
00-0026 11U NSER=1 SHB 25
006027 CtLL DIAGMN SHB 27

000024 IF (NSER.GIs2) SO 1'O 210 SHB 28
000029 IF (IMN.E.IMXL1,4ND,JMN,E0,JMXLM) GO TO 12C SHB 29
000030 GO TO 14C SHB 30
000031 120 IF (LIMXNEG,14%.M.AND.LJMX,EQ.JMNLM) GO TO 130 SHB 31
000032 GO TO 14C 5MB 32
000033
000034
006035

130 PRINT 240
IMN=IMNLM

SHB
SHB

JMN=JMNLM SHB

33
34
35

000030 SHB 36
000037
(mob

NRECIP=0
GO TO 1.90

SHB 37

(9';000039 140 IMXLM=LINX SHB



000040
000041
000042

JMXLM=LJMX
IMNLM=IMN
JMNLN=OMM

SHB
5H8
SHB

40
41
42

000043 CALL MOVE (1.11)(oLJNXoIMN,JMN) SH8 43

000044 PRINT 250 ITIO: SHB 44

000045 G( TO 10I SHB 45

000046 150 IF (IITINEoGT,1) CO To 1.70 SHB 46

000047 IF (MX,EMMXL.010,IMX,E0o0MXL) GC TO 160 SHB 47

000048 GO TO 17U SHB 48

000049 160 PRINT 260 PMAXoPMAXL SHB 49

000050 IMNP=IMN SHB 50

000051 JONR=J1N SHB 51

000052 NRECIP:1 SHB 52

000053 GO TO 110 SHB 53

000054 170 IF (NRECIE,1) Co TO i8r SHE; 54

000055 NRFCIPPU SHB 55

000056 IMNAIMNR SHB 56

000057 JMN=JMNP SHB 57

000056 180 PRINT i'70o 'MAXoPMAXL SHB 58

000059 190 CALL SAVEXF (SAVoSAVE) SHB 59

000060 CALL SAVEXP (EXSoEX) SHB 60

000061 CALL SAVEXP (RESoPE) SHB 61

000062 PMAX=PMAXL SHB 62

000063 INX=IMXL SHB 63

000064
jfix60MXL SHB 64

000065 SAVE(IMNoJN1)=0, SHB 65

000066 CALL SAVEXF (3AVE0,SAV) SHB 66

000067 GO TO iin SHB 67

000068 200 PRIM 28(J SHE 68

000069 210 PRINT 29fl PMAXL SHB 69

000070 CALL SPNEXF (EXS,F)) SHB 70

000071 PRINT 300 SHB 71

000072 00 220 I =1,' h1 SHB 72

000073 220 PRINT 310$ !(EY(Io4).J=1INXM1) SHB 73

000074 RETURN SHB 74

000075 C
SHB 75

000076 230 FORMAT (/I ******************************************* /, **of A SHB 76

000077 1NEW BEST LOADING HAS BEEN FOUND ***00" **************************SHB 77

000078 2*****************,) SHB 76

000079 240 FORMAT (I0T-415 lb JUST RECIPRICAL MOVE OF LAST TIME, CONTINUE') SHB 79

000080 250 FORMAT (/' THE 1UMDEH OF THIS SHUFFLE ITERATION IS '05) SHB 80



000081 260 FORMAT (,0P0w=R PEAK OFI.F6,3,' L(w,EST PEAK OF',F6,31/1 BUT TSHB 81
000082, !f7; REnTRICAL PosTTIoN, TRY T.0 'NI': SHb 82

000083 270 FORMAT (pOwiR PFO< OF-I$F613' GT LOAST PEAK oFfeF(,3/, REvERSHB 83
000084 T To BEST LOADING kND LooK FOR lovp) SHU 84
000085 280 FORMAT ("ON/0( NJmBER OF SHUFFLE ITERATIONS USED BEFORE 00NvERGI) SHB 85
000086 290 FORMAT (,0 TH: REST LOADING WITH A 1AX REL POWER OFlor7$30 IS') SHED 86

000087 300 FORMAT (1,1121Xis ******* THE FUR EXPOSURE, OF LOADING IS ******' /SHB 87
000088 SHB 88
000089 3:.0 FoRNAT (12,2X,977,2 SHB 89
000090 END SHB 90"

3, pcH

END CUP



000001
000002
000003
000004
000005
000006
000007
000008
0000Q9
000010
000011
000012
00000
000014
000015
000016
000017 COMMON/LOCOC/ EX5(10,10),SAV(10,10)/ IMXIJMYPIMN.QMN,LIMX0LJMX SHU 17
000018 l'IMOVErJMDVE,IIXL,JMXLIPMAXPPMINf MAX I T P NSEft NPOLY0PMAXL, RES( in p 0 ) SHU 18
000019 DIMENSION NTITL(13)
000020 100 PRINT 260

SHU 19

000021
SHU 20

PRINT 28U SMU 21
000022 PRINT ;:70 SHU 22
000023 ITNUC=0

TRURN=0,
SHU 23

000024 SHU 24
000025 C SHU 25
000026 C *** INPUT OF )ATA SECTION Tn CONTROL PROGRA M OPTIONS ********* SHU 26
000027 C SHU 27
000020 READ (5e29(1) 1TITL SHU 28
000029 READ (5,300) 1X,NY,NCHIMAYFTIMAXI,M4X0,MAXITOPOLY
000030 110 RECD (5,:)10) SI7E0TESTIN,TE ASTOT,A(1),AA(2)ALPHAsTFUEL

SHU 29
SHU 30

000031 C **************ii************************************************* SHU 31

000032 AREA=SIZE**2 SHU 32
000033 MAXET=MAXFT+1

NXM1=NX,,1000034
SHU 33
SHU 34

000035 NYM1=NY...1 SHU 35
000036 PMAXL=10. SHU 36
000037 IF (NCH,E.2) GO To 160
P00,038 C

SHU 37

000039 C *** INPUT OF FJEL TYPES AND CROSS SECTIONS ................ 22 ;:

P ELT C US/10720612, 386(16 .12

C ,.. PROURO SHJELEr,. CALCULATES RELATIVE POWER OF 1/4 CORE. ***
C **. FOR A avJR AND WILL SHUFFLE FA:, TO MIN R407AL POWER PEAK **
C

C '*** AS DIMENS1WJEO MAX PROBLEM Sin'. LINITE0 TO '1.0 BY 10 *******
I, *o* TO :NC3EASE PROBLEM SIZE SIM'LY INCREASE DIMENSIONS ******
c

(. ** NO7E SAVOT,j) IS AN ALL PURP N ARRAY AND MAY RE USED ****
C * TO RE:RW:57:NT D!FFERENT ARRAYS DEPENDING WHERE USED ********
C

COMMON/ALL/NX,NY,NXMIoNYM1iNCH,SAVE(1C,10),EX(10010)/ITYPE(i0#10)
1 i RE(C,0,10),'IAKFT
COMMON/NUCLFR/SIGA2(10010),SIGFNU(1(3$10,2),S1G512(10010)

,SIGvNT(10,10,0(10,10,2),C1(11,1(1),C2(10,M),C3(10,10)
,,
,_ ;04(1011)).C5(10;10).SIGTRW(2)14A(2)iCC(2)
3 pARLA,S17ErMAXOWAXI.TESTOT,TESTIN.ALPHAATFUEL
4 #SIG4(2p10),SIGEN(2,10),SIGS(19)00(2,1O)

SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU
,SHU

SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9
1.0

11
12
13

ii



000040
000041
000042
000043

C
DO 120 I=1,NY
READ (5,320) (ITYPE(I,J),J=1#NX)
DO 120 o=loix

SHU
SHU
SHU
SHU

40
41

42
43

000044 120 EX(I,J)=ITYPE(I,J) SHU 44

000045 IF (NF(LY,C;,1) CO TO 140 SHU 45
000046 DO 130 I=.101Y11 SHU 46
000047 130 READ (7.A330) (EX(I,J)04:1,NXM1) SHU 47
000048 GO TO 160 SHU 48

000049 140 DO 150 I;101AXPT SHU 49
000050 150 READ (5050) SIGA(1 I),SIOA(2,I SIGEN(1,1);SIGEN(2rI),SIOS(I) SHU 50
000051 1 ,DD( 1,1)100(21) SHU 51
000052 C SHU 52
000053 C *** PRINT 0.1T 0F INPUT DATA AND INITIAL FUEL LOADING ********* SHU 53
600054 C SHU 54

000055 160 PRINT 27C SHU 55
000056 WRITE (6,290) NTT% SHU 56
000057 PRINT 270 SHU 57
000058 PRINT 340, NC-1,9AXIT,NPOLY,NX,NT,SIZE SHU 58
000059 PRINT 350, MAXI4MAXO,TESTINoTESTOT,AA(1),AA(2),4LPHA SHU 59
000060 PRINT 360 SHU 60
000061 DO 170 I;,10NY SHU 61
000062 170 WRITE (6,321) (ITYPE(IIJ),,1 :1,NX) SHU 62
000063 Cc(i):(1,rAA(i))/8, SHU 63

000064 CC(2)=(1,,AA(2))/8, SHU 64
000065 C SWU 65
00006b C A** OPTIONS TO DETERMINE BURN OR SHUFFLE ********************** SHU 66
000067 C SHU 67
000068 180 GO TO (100,113,200,190#220,240), NC'i SHU 68
000069 190 CALL SHUFLA SHU 69
000070 CALL SAVEXP (3AV,SAVE) SHU 70
000071 CALL SAVEXP (EXS,EX) SHU 71

000072 200 CALL SHUFLEi SHU 72
000073 READ (5,380) NCI SWU 73
000074 GO TO (100,11342001190010/240), NCH SHU 74
000075 C SWU 75
000076 C *** BORNJP OF' FUEL AND DETERMINE TOTAL BURNUP **************** SHU 76

000077 C SHU 77
000078 210 CALL SAVEXP (EXSIEX) SHU 78
000079 TBURN=0, SWU 79
000080 220 CALL RELPOW SWU 80



000081
000082
000083
000084
000085
600066

CALL MAX SHU
READ (50380) \ICH/BURN SHU
PRINT 370 TBJR4pBURN SHU
TBURN=TBURN+BJRV SHU
DO 230 I=1,NY11 SHU
00 230 J=10X11 SHU

81
82
83
84
85
86

000087 230 EX(I1J)1!;EX(I,J)+SAVE(1.0*BURN SHU 87
000088 GO TO 180 SHU 88
000089 240 CONTINUE SHU 89
000090 C SHU 9Q
000091 250 FORMAT C7E100) SHU 91
000092 260 FORMAT (141.10X1/ TWO DIM 1,5 GROUP DIFFUSION THEORY PROGRAM1/01XSHU 92
000093 11.1 WITH C)'TION TO SHUFFLE FUEL TO MINIMUM RADIAL POWER PEAK') SHU 93
000094 270 FORMAT (//) SHU 94
000095 280 FORMAT (// THE OPTION CHOICE VALUES ARE DEFINED AS FOLLOWS SHU 95
000096 1 '/' I START NEW CASE'/' 2 USE OLD FLUXES AND CONTINUE SHU 96
000097 2 '/' 3 SHJFFLE EXPOSED FUEL' /' 4 SHJFFLE NEW AND EXPOSED FUEL' /' 5SHU 97
000098 3 BURN FUEL'/' 6 END OF RUN') SHU 98
000099 290 FORMAT (1346) SWU 99
000100 300 FORMAT (1615) SHU 100
000101 310 FORMAT (8E1141) SHU tpt
0003,02 320 FORMAT (1013) SHU 102006103 330 FORMAT (10E80) SHU 103
000104 340 FORMAT (' CPTIO4 CHOICE:loI5W MAX NUMBER SHUFFLE ITERATIONS:0#13SHU 104000105 ip/1 POLYNOMIA- CROSS SECTIONS YES/'0q1/0 ;9/13',/' NUMBER OF MESH SWU 105
000106 2 POINTS IN XoY OIRECTIONS ;1,2131/ SIZE OF MESH IN CM :!,F8,4) SWU 106
00(1107 350 FORMAT (I 4AX NUMBER OF INNER AN) OUTER ITERATIONS RESP $1',20d/SWU 167
000108 1 CONVERGENCE CRITERIA ON INNER AND OUTER ITERATIONS RESP://2E92#SHU 108
000109 2/' VAST ANO THERMAL GROUP AVERAGING FACTORS RESP ://2F10,20/' ACSWU 109
000110 3CELERATION FA:TOR:opRi012) SHU 110000111 360 FORMAT (/' TAE INITAL FUEL LOADING BY TYPE ISI /) SHU 111
000112 370 FORMAT (1OTITAL BURNUP FOR THIS CASE=',F11.20' MWD/KG'/' INCREMENTSHU 112
000113 iAL PURNUP TO 3E ADDED=1,F712,! MWD/KG1) SHU 113
000114 380 FORMAT (I512F10,0) SHU 114
000115 ENU SHU 115n

3, PCH 1,3

END CUR
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APPENDIX C

REFERENCE REACTOR

The reference reactor chosen for this study was OCONEE II, a

2568 MWth Babcock and Wilcox pressurized water reactor being built

by Duke Power Company. Selection of this reactor resulted from the

fact that it is typical of PWR's which will be coming on line in a few

years, and large amounts of data from industry accepted computer

physics and reactor simulator codes were available to the author for

this particular reactor.

The core design and thermal and hydraulic data from the

OCONEE Preliminary Safeguards Analysis Report (Duke Power) were

the data used to make the calculations. Table C-1 is a listing of these

data.
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Table C-1. OCONEE design data.

Core design, thermal, and hydraulic data

Reactor
Rated heat output, MWt 2,568
Vessel coolant inlet temperature, F 554
Vessel coolant outlet temperature, F 604.7
Core outlet temperature, F 605.5
Core operating pressure, p/sig 2,185

Core and fuel assemblies
Total number of fuel assemblies in core 177

Number of fuel rods per fuel assembly 208
Number of control rod guide tubes per assembly 16

Number of in-core instrumentation positions
per fuel assembly 1

Fuel rod outside diameter, in. 0.430
Clad thickness, in. 0.0265
Fuel rod pitch, in. 0.568
Fuel assembly pitch spacing, in. 8.587
Unit cell metal/water ratio (volume basis) 0.82
Clad material Zircaloy-4 (cold worked)

Fuel

Material UO2

Form Dished-end, cylindrical pellets
Pellet diameter, in. 0.370
Active length, in. 144

Density, % of theoretical

Heat transfer and fluid flow at rated power

93.5

Total heat transfer surface in core, ft2 49,734
Average heat flux, Btu/h-ft2 171,470
Maximum heat flux, Btu/h-ft2 534,440
Average power deisnty in core, kW /f 79,60
Average thermal output, kW /ft of fuel rod 5.656
Maximum thermal output, kW /ft of fuel rod 17.63
Maximum clad surface temperature, F 654
Average core fuel temperature, F 1,540
Maximum fuel central temperature at hot spot, F 4,250
Total reactor coolant flow, lb /h 131.32 x 106
Core flow area (effective for heat transfer), ft2 49.19

(Continued on next page)
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Table C-1. (Continued)

Core coolant average velocity, fps
Coolant outlet temperature at hot channel, F

Power distribution
Maximum /average power ratio, radial x local

(Fith nuclear)
Maximum /average power ratio, axial

(Fz nuclear)
Overall power ratio (Fn nuclear)
Power generated in fuel and cladding, %

Hot channel factors

Power peaking factor (FQ)
Flow area reduction factor (FA)

Interior bundle cells
Peripheral bundle cells

Local heat flux factor (FQ")
Hot spot maximum/average heat flux ratio

(Fq nuc and mech)

DNB data

Design overpower % rated power)
DNB ratio at design overpower (W-3)
DNB ratio at rated power (W-3)

15.73
642.8

1.78

1.70
3.03

97. 3

1. 011

0. 98
0. 97
1.014

3. 12

114
1. 55
2. 0

Nuclear design data

Fuel assembly volume fractions
Fuel .303
Moderator . 580
Zircaloy . 102
Stainless steel .003
Void . 012

Core dimensions (in. )
Equivalent diameter 128. 9
Active height 144. 0

Unit cell H2O to U atomic ratios
Cold
Hot

Control data
Control rod material

(Continued on next page)

2.85
2.04

Ag-In-Cd
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Table C-1. (Continued)

Number of full length CRA's 61
Number of APSR's 8

Worth of 61 full length CRA's (Ak/k)% 10.6
Control rod cladding material SS304


